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INTRODUCTION 

The Temple Mount is a walled compound at the southeastern corner of 
the Old City, whose area is 144 dunams (about one sixth of the area of 
the Old City). The compound is rectangular, with unequal sides: 485m 
on the west (the Western Wall), 315m on the north, 460m on the east and 
280m on the south. 

The sanctity of the Old City in Jerusalem stems for the Jews from the 
holiness of Mount Moriah, the area on which King Solomon built and 
inaugurated the First Temple around 960 BC. This Temple was 
destroyed by the Babylonians in 586 BC. The Jews who returned from 
captivity in Babylon built on this spot the Second Temple, inaugurated 
in 515 BC. This Temple was rebuilt by King Herod, and inaugurated 
around 18 B C . 1 It was destroyed by the Romans in A D 70. For this 
reason the Jews call this mountain The Temple Mount. The holiness of 
Jerusalem derives from the Temple since, according to Judaism, the 
Divine Presence dwells there permanently. Most of the great rabbis 
prohibited the entry of Jews into the Temple Mount for fear of defiling 
it. After the destruction of the Temple and the Muslim ban on Jewish 
entry into the Temple Mount, the Western Wall (a section of the western 
wall that had surrounded the Temple) became a central Holy Place for 
Jews and their renowned site of prayer since the 12 t h century.2 In the 16 t h 

century, the Turkish Sultan recognized it as such, and instructed his 
architect to design a Jewish prayer area in front of the wall. 3 Thus, 1,000 
years before the city was sanctified for Christians and about 1,700 years 
before it became holy for Muslims, Jerusalem was already the capital of 
Israel and the holiest place for Judaism by virtue of the Temple on the 
Temple Mount. Until recently, no other state (except for the Crusader 
Kingdom in the 12 t h century), and no nation (except for the Crusaders) 
other than the Jewish people and the Jewish state ever declared 
Jerusalem as its capital. 
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The sanctity of the Old City of Jerusalem in Islam also derives from 
Mount Moriah, to which the Muslims refer as the Haram al-Sharif (The 
Exalted Holy Place). It is the third holiest place for Muslims — after the 
Ka'bah Stone in Mecca and the Mosque of the Grave of the Prophet in 
Medina, both in Saudi Arabia. 

The Temple Mount is holy to Muslims mainly because it is the place 
where, according to their faith and a tradition which was initiated at the 
end of the 7 t h century, the prophet Mohammed landed at the end of a 
night journey from Mecca with his flying horse al-Buraq (Lightning), at 
the "Extreme Mosque" (al-Aqsa) (Koran, Sura 17, Verse 1). Then he 
ascended to heaven from the rock now found within the structure of 
"The Dome of the Rock," where he allegedly left his footprint. Almost 
all historians agree that Mohammed never set foot in Jerusalem. Yet to 
commemorate these events, the Muslims built The Dome of the Rock in 
691, and in 705 — the Al-Aqsa Mosque.4 

In light of these facts, the official position of all Israeli governments 
has been that East Jerusalem is an integral part of the whole of 
Jerusalem, which will eternally remain the capital of Israel. The 
Palestinians, on the other hand, demand to establish a Palestinian State 
with East Jerusalem as its capital. 

Jerusalem is the holiest city in Israel to Christianity, based on the 
tradition and belief that the central events in the history of humanity as a 
whole took place in this city and will continue to do so in future. In the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, on the floor of the central hall of prayer 
(the Katholikori) and opposite the tomb of Jesus, stands a small marble 
vase; its top is shaped like Earth. It is called Omphalos, Greek for navel, 
for according to Christian tradition this is the center of the world. 
Important events in the life of Jesus took place in Jerusalem, and the 
more important churches have been erected to mark these events; the 
Holy Sepulchre was founded as early as the 4 t h Century A D (marking 
the place of the Crucifixion and the place of the burial of Jesus); P a t e r 
N o s t e r (where Jesus taught his disciples that very prayer);5 the Church 
of Ascension (marking the place of his rise to heaven); the Church of 
the Assumption (marking the place of burial of the Virgin Mary), 
and so forth. 
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In Christianity, Jerusalem is the place where God took on the form of 
a man, where he chose to manifest himself in the image of Jesus: "here 
his feet stood" and here he walked as man. Important events in the life of 
Jesus took place in the Temple Mount: his presentation to God in the 
Pidyon H a b e n ritual (an ancient Jewish ritual concerning redemption of a 
newborn son) (Luke, 2; 23-35); Satan's testing of Jesus at the Temple's 
roof corner (Matt. 4: 5-7); the expulsion of vendors, buyers and 
moneychangers from the Temple (Mark. 11; 15-18); the Prophecy of the 
Temple's destruction made by Jesus upon his exit from the Temple 
(Mark. 13; 1-2); the tearing of the Curtain of the Temple at the time of 
the Crucifixion (Matt. 27; 51). A few days before Passover of A D 33, 
Jesus made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem; upon the Mount of Olives he 
taught his disciples the P a t e r N o s t e r prayer. On the walls of the Church 
by that name standing on this location today, this prayer is written in 116 
languages. Not far from there (where the D o m i n u s Flevit Church stands 
today), he prophesied and mourned the forthcoming destruction of 
Jerusalem. 

On Mount Zion, on the top floor of the building in which King David 
is buried according to Jewish tradition, Christ held the Passover S e d e r — 
"The Last Supper" (the C o e n a c u l u m ) , during which he blessed the bread 
and the wine and gave them to his disciples. He was captured by the 
Romans in Gethsemane, tried at the Antonia Citadel and sentenced to 
die by crucifixion. He was led to the site of crucifixion carrying the cross 
on his back along a 14-station road, known since the 13 t h Century as the 
Via D o l o r o s a . Jesus was executed by crucifixion at the age of 37 on 
Golgotha (the Calvary) and buried nearby in A D 33. The sites of his 
crucifixion and burial are within the boundaries of the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre. Three days later he was resurrected and appeared before 
Mary Magdalene and his disciples, and ascended to heaven from the top 
of the Mount of Olives (where the Church of the Ascension now stands). 
The Christians point to a rock at that location which bears a section of 
the footprint of Jesus at the Ascension. A t nearly all these places, 
churches have been built to commemorate these events. In Byzantine 
times, no less than 24 churches and monasteries were located on the 
Mount of Olives alone. The first Christian community was established in 
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Jerusalem, and it was from here that the 12 Apostles left to disseminate 
the doctrine of Jesus throughout the world. 

Christianity also has an apocalyptic prophecy, which will take place 
in Jerusalem. It will be the Day of Judgement for all, and they will gather 
in the Valley of Jehosaphat (identified as the Kidron Valley), between the 
Temple Mount and the Mount of Olives. The Resurrection of the Dead 
will commence on the Mount of Olives with the appearance of Christ, 
having beaten Satan the Antichrist in the decisive battle.6 Other Jewish 
traditions were adopted by Christianity and applied to Christian Holy 
paces. Thus, for instance, Christian tradition identified the place of the 
crucifixion at Golgotha with the site of the creation of Adam and the 
Sacrifice of Isaac; whereas, according to Jewish tradition, they took 
place on the Temple Mount. 

In the 19 t h century, the Turkish Sultan determined, by special firmans 
(edicts), the rights of the various Christian communities in the four 
most holy Christian places. These f i r m a n s , along with agreements 
concerning three other Holy paces agreed upon by the Christian sects by 
the end of the 19 t h century, make up the arrangement commonly referred 
to as "The Ottoman S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement in the Holy paces." It 
applies to only seven Christian holy paces: in Jerusalem — the Holy 
Sepulchre, the Sultan's Monastery (Deir el-Sultan) on the roof of St. 
Helena's Church in the Holy Sepulchre, the Church of thVirgin Mary, 
and the Church of the Ascension; in Bethlehem — the Church of the 
Nativity, Milk Grotto, and the Shepherds' Field. This arrangement also 
lists the rights of the various Christian sects in the different sections of 
these sites.7 

This arrangement was recognized by the European superpowers and 
was apparently accorded international status in the Treaty of Paris (al
though not explicitly mentioned in it), signed at the end of the Crimean 
War on 30.3.1856 between Turkey (and its European Allies) and Russia; 
and in the Treaty of Berlin, signed on 13.7.1878, at the end of the crisis 
between Britain and Austria on the one hand, and Russia on the other. 
During the Manda-tory period, the Ottoman s t a t u s quo was extended by 
the Mandatory Government and applied to the Western Wall and 
Rachel's Tomb. The Temple Mount itself remained, as in the past, 
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outside the scope of the s t a t u s q u o arrangement and under exclusive 
Muslim control. 

The old prohibition on the entrance of non-Muslims to the Temple 
Mount remained in force until June 1967. A n international Commission 
of Enquiry ruled in 1930 that the ownership of the Western Wall 
and the prayer square before it belongs to the Muslim Waqf, subject 
to the right of the Jews to pray in the prayer square at the Western 
Wall. The main conclusions of this Commission were included by 
the Mandatory Government as part of the s t a t u s q u o in the Holy 
paces. The Mandatory Government recognized Rachel's Tomb as a 
Jewish Holy Place, and Jews were allowed to pray there. After the 
Mandatory period (1923-1948),8 Jordan ruled over East Jerusalem. 
Contrary to its obligations toward Israel according to the armistice 
agreement between them (3.4.1949), Jordan did not allow Jews to visit 
the Holy Places in her territory, i n t e r a l i a the Temple Mount and the 
Western Wall. 

In June 1967 the IDF freed East Jerusalem, and the government of 
Israel unified the two parts of the city and enforced Israeli rule and laws 
to the eastern part of Jerusalem as well. Israel officially recognized the 
Ottoman s t a t u s q u o in the Christian Holy Places, but revoked the 
Mandatory s t a t u s quo arrangement about Rachel's Tomb and all other 
restrictions on Jewish rights in sites holy to both Jews and Muslims, 
especially the Temple Mount, Cave of Machpelah, and Joseph's Tomb. 9 

At Minister of Defense Moshe Dayan's initiative, the Temple Mount 
remained under the control of the Muslim Waqf, and the Muslims were 
allowed to pray in the mosques there without restriction as in the past, 
under the Israeli regime. On the other hand, all Israeli governments have 
permitted Jews to visit the Temple Mount, but absolutely prohibited 
them from praying there. Because of the extreme sanctity of the Temple 
Mount to Judaism and Islam, Jews and Muslims have continuously 
struggled for control over it. The Western Wall has become an 
exclusively Jewish prayer site, with all streams of Judaism fighting for 
the right to pray there according to their own traditions. 

In light of this background, all the important legal decisions 
concerning the legal status of the Holy Places in Israel have been 
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determined in judgements made by Israeli courts in different disputes 
over the Temple Mount and the Western Wall. 

The legal status of the Temple Mount and the Western Wall derives 
primarily from the status of the area in which they are located: the 
Old City in East Jerusalem (as is well-known, the future political 
status of this part of the city is the most difficult issue to be solved 
in the peace process between Israel and the Palestinians). We shall 
therefore first discuss the legal status of East Jerusalem. Next, we 
shall deal with various issues comprising the legal status of the Holy 
Places, most important among them being the Temple Mount and the 
Western Wall. 
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Chapter One 

The Legal Status of East Jerusalem 

Soon after the 1967 War, the State of Israel enforced its rule and law 
on East Jerusalem, unifying the two parts of the city. 1 0 Initially, the 
unification of Jerusalem was not recognized by any country in the 
world, and the United Nations repeatedly ruled that the steps taken by 
Israel to unify Jerusalem were null and void. 1 1 Israel was unperturbed 
and, in order to show its determination, passed Basic Law: Jerusalem, 
Capital of Israel (1980), proclaiming Jerusalem as the unified and 
eternal capital of Israel. Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel was 
sharply criticized by the top United Nations institutions. The Security 
Council resolved on 20.8.1980 that the law was not valid, and declared 
East Jerusalem an "administered area." The Council called upon all 
countries holding diplomatic delegations in Jerusalem to move them 
to another town in Israel as an act of protest against this law. 1 2 As a 
result, thirteen countries moved their diplomatic offices from Jerusalem 
to Tel-Aviv. Only two have since returned to Jerusalem: Costa Rica 
(May 1982) and El Salvador (April 1984). Under the circumstances, 
this must surely be viewed as recognition by these states of West 
Jerusalem at least as the capital of Israel, although they have not 
explicitly stated so. 

The U N General Assembly also adopted a resolution on 15.1.1981, 
denying recognition of unified Jerusalem as the capital of Israel under 
Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel, and declaring this law null and 
void. 1 3 

To date, only the United States has recently recognized unified 
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, by the Jerusalem Law passed by the 
United States Congress on 24.10.1995 and effective as of 8.11.1995.14 

Yet the validity of this recognition is doubtful: respected jurists in the 
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United States are of the opinion that the President of the United States 
(and not Congress) has the exclusive authority, under the Constitution of 
the United States, to recognize foreign governments and their capitals. 
Thus, it has been argued that Congress is not authorized to order the 
transfer of the United States Embassy from Tel-Aviv to Jerusalem, for 
the location of the Embassy implies recognition of Jerusalem as the 
capital of Israel, the authority for which is vested in the President 
alone.1 5 It is my opinion that this view is supported by the language of 
the Act itself: Section 3 of the Law does not determine that the United 
States recognizes united Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, but rather 
proclaims that "Jerusalem must remain united" and that it "should be" 
recognized as the capital of Israel. This means that the Act only 
established the desirable policy in this matter in the eyes of Congress, 
and did not in itself constitute recognition of United Jerusalem as the 
capital of Israel. However, all delegates of countries having diplomatic 
relations with Israel, including the United States (despite the above-
mentioned Jerusalem Law), consistently refrain from conducting official 
meetings in Israeli institutions in East Jerusalem or from visiting East 
Jerusalem accompanied by Israeli officials. 

Israel's High Court of Justice has ruled that Israeli rule over East 
Jerusalem has been enforced legally. 1 6 Accordingly, a ruling has been 
passed that 

the area of the Temple Mount is part of the area of the State of 
Israel... this principle being expressed in Basic Law: Jerusalem, the 
Capital of Israel... The sovereignty of Israel over unified Jerusalem in 
general, and over the Temple Mount in particular, implies that all the 
laws of the state... are effective on the Temple Mount, and every 
person's right to freedom of worship, freedom of access in the Holy 
Places and to protection from sacrilege thereof is effective also on the 
Temple Mount. 1 7 

Nevertheless, there is a dispute among Israeli legal experts about the 
legitimacy of Israel's unification of Jerusalem from the point of view of 
international law. 1 8 The main argument against the legitimacy of the 
unification is that East Jerusalem is an "administered area," conquered 
by Israel in the war of 1967, and international law forbids the annexation 
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of an administered area until the war has officially terminated and an 
agreement has been drawn. 

I, myself, accept the opinion of such legal experts as Prof. E . 
Lauterpacht, Prof. I. Blum (former Israeli Ambassador to the U N ) , Prof. 
S. Schwebel, and M . Gruhin. 1 9 They all state that after the end of the 
British Mandate, a "vacuum of sovereignty" was created in Palestine, 
including Jerusalem, which should have been filled according to the U N 
resolution on the Partition of Palestine (29.11.1947) by turning 
Jerusalem into an international city. The forced occupation of East 
Jerusalem by Jordan in May 1948 was therefore an illegal act of 
aggression and did not grant Jordan any rights thereupon. The proof of 
this is the fact that, save for Pakistan, no country (including all Arab 
states!) has officially recognized the legitimacy of Jordan's rule over East 
Jerusalem.20 

According to this view, Israel — in contrast to Jordan — seized East 
Jerusalem in a legal act of self-defense during the 1967 War after the 
shelling of west Jerusalem by Jordan. (Jordan, it should be noted, 
ignored Israel's announcement that it would not attack Jordan, and 
disregarded Israel's request not to be attacked). Israel, therefore, 
rightfully acquired sovereignty over East Jerusalem. In any case, Israel's 
right to this part of the city takes precedence over Jordan's right to it. 

Finally, the Old City enjoys a special status and special protection 
as a cualtural asset of universal historic value. In December 1982, 
UNESCO's World Heritage Committee decided to accept Jordan's 
proposal to include the Old City and its walls in the list of "World 
Heritage Sites in Danger," in a supposed assumption that Israel 
endangers them in some way. This was done in accordance with the 
Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage, 1972, to which Israel is now also a signatory.21 
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Chapter Two 

Definition of the Temple Mount and the Western Wall as 
Holy Places22 

The Holy Places enjoy a special status in Israel's legislation, being 
protected by special laws. Any action in these places requires approval 
by government ministers; conflicts connected to them may be non
justiciable due to lack of jurisdiction; if certain acts are committed in 
them, they are considered criminal offenses; criminal offenses committed 
in Holy Places are punished more severely than those committed in other 
areas; holy places enjoy various tax exemptions. On the basis of this 
special status, petitions for recognition of holiness may be frequent. 
Therefore, in order to identify the sites worthy of this lofty status and 
religious recognition, a clear definition of the term Holy Place must be 
formulated. Yet, strange as it may seem, there is no definition in Israeli 
law or in Mandatory law of the term Holy Place. 

The Encyclopedia of Public International Law gives the following 
definition: 

Holy Places or sacred places are geographically determined localities 
to which one or more religious communities attribute extraordinary 
religious significance or consider as subjects of divine consecration. 
Holy Places may consist of man-made structures (churches, temples, 
graves, etc.) or natural objects (trees, groves, hills, rivers, etc.). The 
entry to or touching of Holy Places may be connected to rights or 
duties of the members of the communities concerned or to restrictions 
and sanctions for non-members. Within the area of a Holy Place, the 
jurisdiction of the local secular authority may be restricted. Holy 
places may be of juridical importance within the protecting state as 
well as between states.23 

It is particularly surprising that the most important Israeli law 
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regarding the Holy Places — the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, 
1967,24 does not include a definition of the term. It even adds a new, 
undefined term: "sanctified place." 

According to the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, 1967, the 
Minister of Religious Affairs is authorized to issue regulations for the 
implementation of the law. Thus it is undoubtedly he who is authorized 
to define a site as a Holy Place, with all the legal ramifications of this 
definition.2 5 

The Minister of Religious Affairs acted in relation to the Western 
Wall in the following manner: he explicitly declared it as a Holy Place, 
subjecting it to the Regulations for the Preservation of Holy Places 
of the Jews, 1981.26 It should be noted that not only the Wall was 
declared holy under these regulations but also the prayer square in 
front of it, "including any structure or passage above or below ground 
whose entrance is through the prayer square." On the other hand, 
although these regulations define other Jewish Holy Places, the Temple 
Mount is not among them —even though there is no doubt about 
its holiness. These regulations list only some places holy to the Jews, 
but does not refer to other places acknowledged as holy to Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam. It is thus clear that these regulations give 
no overall definition of the term Holy Place. In my opinion, since 
"Holy Place" is a religious concept, its definition must come from the 
religious sources of those believers claiming a site's holiness, especially 
as there is no satisfactory statutory definition. This entails an apparent 
referral of the secular legislature to religious law for completion 
of the facts; yet it is the secular legislator alone who determines 
the legal consequences, by bestowing the special status of a Holy 
Place. 2 7 

Thus, in spite of its renowned holiness,28 the Temple Mount is not 
defined by any law or regulation as a Holy Place; nonetheless its 
acknowledgment as such is widespread, and is even mentioned in all 
judgements concerning i t . 2 9 M y opinion, as stated elsewhere, is that the 
important status accorded in Israeli law to Holy Places should be 
bestowed only upon "living" Holy Place —"only to a place that 
currently serves for the religious worship of the relevant religion."30 
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The above does not include the Temple Mount, which is a very 
special Holy Place. The Muslims hold religious services there, praying 
mainly in the al-Aqsa Mosque; while the Jews hold no religious services 
there. On the contrary: since the destruction of the Temple, most Jewish 
religious leaders have forbidden even the entrance of Jews into the 
Temple Mount area for "fear of the holiness," transgressors being 
punishable by death. In other words, although the Temple has been 
destroyed and no religious services take place on its site, the holiness of 
the Mount has not decreased at all. It is due to its holiness that Jews have 
been forbidden to enter it, on pain of death, since its holiness requires a 
special cleansing with the ashes of a red cow — an impossible procedure 
today.31 Therefore, although Jewish religious ceremonies are not held 
there, and it doesn't fall under the suggested definition of a Holy Place, 
there is no other place more worthy than the Temple Mount of having 
the status of a Holy Place in Israeli law, especially since Muslim religious 
ceremonies are performed there. 

Finally, the correct definition of a site as a Holy Place may have 
significant political repercussions. A clear example of this is the incident 
of the tunnels of the Western Wall. On 23.9.1996, in response to the 
opening of the northern entrance to the tunnels of the Western Wall, the 
Arab states and the Palestinians claimed that "the tunnel passes 
underneath the eastern wall of the al-Aqsa Mosque." 3 2 Arafat himself 
dismissed the term "Western Wal l" as a religious Jewish term, and even 
tried to deny the holiness of the Western Wall for the Jews: "The 
government of Israel had no right to open the tunnel, since it lies in an 
area holy to the Muslims... The name of this site is 'al-Buraq' and not 
'the Western Wall. ' This place is holy to the Muslims according to the 
Koran." 3 3 On 19.2.2001, the Palestinian Mufti of Jerusalem issued a 
"fatwa," in which he states: 

The al-Buraq Wall is only part of the western wall of the Blessed al-
Aqsa Mosque, all of whose walls are Islamic Waqf, for naturally the 
wall belongs to the mosque, as the wall of any house belongs to the 
house... The al-Buraq Wall belongs exclusively to the Muslims... 
forever... We do not recognize any ownership of the Jews over this 
wall, and in addition, no stone of this wall has any connection with 
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Hebrew history... It is forbidden by religious law to make any use of 
the name "Wailing Wall" for the al-Buraq Wall... 3 4 

These are unfounded claims, if we consider the following facts: this 
tunnel consists of two consecutive tunnels. The first was dug by the 
Ministry of Religious Affairs ("Ministry of Religious Affairs Tunnel") 
and completed in 1987. The second ("the Hasmonean Tunnel"), 
beginning near the end of the first, has existed for about 2,000 years 
and was uncovered in March 1987. In other words, both tunnels have 
existed for a long time without any damage to the al-Aqsa Mosque... 
Moreover, the tunnels do not pass undethe al-Aqsa Mosque or anywhere 
near it, but outside the boundaries of the Temple Mount, west of and 
parallel to the Western Wall. 

The Western Wall is not the west wall of the al-Aqsa Mosque, but a 
western supporting structure (485m long) of the wall which surrounded 
the Temple, believed to be the only relic of the Second Temple (destroyed 
in A D 70). This is the reason for its intense holiness for the Jews 
("The Divine Presence has never left the Western Wall") . 3 5 The name 
"Western Wall" does not appear in Muslim literature in reference to the 
al-Aqsa Mosque, but is an original Jewish expression in use since the 
beginning of the 12 t h century to refer to the permanent Jewish area of 
prayer and the second holiest place for the Jews. As mentioned above, 
even the Turkish Sultan, Suleyman the Magnificent (16 t h century) 
recognized this, gave the Jews a f i r m a n affirming their right to pray 
there, and instructed his architect to design a special praying site there 
for the Jews.3 6 

Until the 11 t h century, Muslim scholars did not agree about the point 
to which Mohammed's winged horse (al-Buraq) had been tethered. They 
pointed to different places at the Haram-al-Sharif as the correct place. 
The point of entry of Mohammed to the Haram-al-Sharif was identified 
by some scholars as the eastern wall, south of the Gate of Mercy, and by 
others as the southern wall. None pointed to the Western Wall as the 
place where al-Buraq was tethered, or as the place of Mohammed's entry 
into the Haram-al-Sharif. In the 11 t h century Muslim inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, as well as Muslim geographers, named a certain point outside 
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the southern wall of the Haram-al-Sharif as the location of the tethering 
of al-Buraq. 3 7 A gate in the southern wall (known today as "the Double 
Gate" or "the Prophetess Hulda's Gate"), was called the Gate of the 
Prophet, through which Mohammed was said to have entered the 
Haram-al-Sharif.38 

In the 17 t h century, the location of the tethering of al-Buraq was 
commonly held to be in the southern wall, outside the Haram-al-Sharif 
and near its southwestern corner —the southwestern corner of the 
Western Wal l . 3 9 The distance between this corner and the prayer square 
of the Western Wall is about 100 meters. 

I could not find any mention in Muslim literature of the 17 t h to 20 t h 

centuries of the location of the tethering of al-Buraq. Archaeologist Meir 
Ben Dov states in his book on the Western Wall that the Muslim 
tradition identifying the site of the tethering of al-Buraq with the Jewish 
prayer site in the Western Wall began in the middle of the 19 t h century.4 0 

At that time, Jews began to bring to the prayer site tables and chairs, 
Torah scrolls and various cult objects, and petitioned the authorities for 
permission to fix the paving at their own cost. They also made several 
attempts to acquire ownership of the Western Wall from the Muslim 
Waqf. The Muslims strongly opposed these acts, seeing them as an 
attempt to gain control over the Western Wall. The Turkish Sultan 
joined this opposition and issued edicts forbidding these acts.41 It seems 
that, as a reaction to these Jewish acts, the Muslims transferred in the 
m i d - ^ * century the site of Mohammed's entry into the Haram-al-
Sharif, as well as the place of the tethering of al-Buraq, near to the 
Jewish prayer site at the Western Wall. They then began to refer to the 
Western Wall as "al-Buraq." 4 2 They built the "al-Buraq Mosque" east 
of the Western Wall (in the Haram-al-Sharif courtyard), claiming the 
location of the tethering of the horse to be an underground room. Since 
then, they have been identifying the gate in the Western Wall, known as 
Barclay's Gate, as that through which the Prophet Mohammed entered 
the Haram-al-Sharif 4 3 

During the Mandatory period, the national struggle between the 
Jews and the Palestinian Arabs intensified, along with the struggle over 
rights in the Western W a l l . 4 4 The renewed efforts of Jewish parties to 
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acquire ownership of the Western Wall, or to improve prayer conditions 
there, were regarded by Muslims as the first steps towards taking 
over the Haram-al-Sharif in order to establish the Third Temple in 
place of the al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock. This issue was 
utilized by the Muslim leadership, headed by the Mufti, to impart a 
religious dimension to the national struggle against the Jews and to 
recruit the broad public, "to whom the secular national slogans did not 
mean much till then," 4 5 to the struggle. At the behest of the Mufti, the 
Muslims began an international campaign to save "al-Buraq" (the 
Western Wall) and the Haram-al-Sharif from a Jewish take-over. In 
order to defile the holiness of the Wall for the Jews and to spite them, the 
Muslims would smear it with human excrement, walk their herds by it so 
as to pollute it with their droppings, and throw garbage, human hair, 
dirty water and other refuse onto the prayer area.4 6 They built the 
Mughrabi Quarter adjacent to the wall and a public toilet 1.5 meters 
away from i t . 4 7 A l l these actions would be forbidden by Muslim law were 
it a Muslim Holy Place. 

Furthermore, the Muslims have never prayed at the Western Wall 
(except in the al-Buraq Mosque, on the eastern side of the wall, some 
100m south of the Jewish prayer square) nor in the Jewish prayer site. 
Over the long years of their reign in Jerusalem (638-1099; 1187-1917; 
1948-1967), they never established any prayer site there. In the 
guidebooks to the Haram-al-Sharif published by the Muslim Waqf 
in 1914,48 1965,49 and 1990,50 the Western Wall is not mentioned as a 
Muslim Holy Place. 

Moreover, the prominent Palestinian historian from Jerusalem, Aref 
al-Aref (1892-1973), Haj Amin al-Husseini's partner in the leadership of 
the Palestinian national movement at the beginning of the Mandatory 
period, includes the Western Wall in the list of Jewish Holy Places, in his 
book The D e t a i l e d H i s t o r y of J e r u s a l e m . 5 1 He describes the Wall as being 
"the outer wall of the Temple constructed by Herod... [emphasis added] 
and the Jews visit it often and especially on the Ninth of A b [day on 
which the First and Second Temples were destroyed], and when they do 
so they remember their glorious unforgettable history and begin to 
cry.. ." 5 2 In the Encyclopaedia of Islam, under the entries for "al-Buraq" 
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or "Haram-al-Sharif," there is no mention of the Western Wall as a Holy 
Place nor is it identified as the location of the tethering of al-Buraq. 5 3 

Under the entry "Haram-al-Sharif," mention is made of the "Wailing 
Wall ," which is the Jewish name for the wall, without any reference to its 
holiness in Islam. 5 4 Nonetheless, the Mandatory Government recognized 
the Western Wall as a Holy Place for both Islam and Judaism. 5 5 The 
Jewish and Muslim respective claims of the holiness of the Wall were 
brought before an international Commission appointed by the British in 
1929, with the approval of the League of Nations, in order to determine 
the rights of Muslims and Jews in regard to the Western Wall after the 
riots of 1929.56 The Arabs claimed before the Commission that the 
Western Wall and the prayer site in front of it were places holy to Islam, 
basing their claim on three points:5 7 

(a) The Western Wall and the prayer site are the property of the Muslim 
Waqf. 

(b) The Western Wall is the place where Mohammed tethered his horse 
upon landing on the Haram-al-Sharif after his Night Flight. 

(c) The Western Wall is part of the wall encompassing the Haram-al-
Sharif, which is a most holy Islamic place. 

The Commission rejected the first reason. It did state that sole owner
ship of the Western Wall belongs to the Muslims, as it is an inseparable 
part of the Haram-al-Sharif, which is Waqf property. On the other 
hand, it ruled that in Islam not every Waqf property is a Holy Place, 
and made a distinction between Waqf property used for religious 
purposes, such as a mosque, and Waqf property whose income 
(rental fees) is used for religious purposes (maintenance of a mosque). 
Only the first is a Holy Place according to Muslim religion. 5 8 The 
Commission also stated that the Muslims had never used the Western 
Wall area as a prayer site; it had served only as a passageway for the 
inhabitants of the Mughrabi Quarter. It rejected the claim of holiness of 
the Wall as the place of the tethering because, according to Muslim 
tradition, the latter is not in the western part of the wall facing the prayer 
site, but rather further south and on the eastern side of the Western Wall. 
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The entrance to al-Buraq Mosque is from the yard of the Haram-al-
Sharif and not from the prayer site at the Western Wall. The 
Commission therefore ruled that the prayer area in front of the Western 
Wall is not and never was a Muslim Holy Place; 5 9 on the contrary, the 
Commission explicitly stated that the prayer area before the Western 
Wall is holy to the Jews alone, and thave the sole, recognized right of free 
access and prayer by virtue of ancient custom as well as section 13 of the 
Mandate. 6 0 

In ruling on the holiness of the Western Wall to Islam, the 
Commission stated that the fact that the wall is the outer part of the 
Haram-al-Sharif does not suffice to make it as holy as the mosques and 
the other holy sites on the Haram-al-Sharif. However, the Commission 
accepted the Muslim claim that the Western Wall is holy to them because 
of their belief that Mohammed tied his horse there, although the 
commission determined the exact place of the tethering to be south of the 
Jewish prayer site.61 

The Commission ruled that the holiness of the Western Wall to the 
Muslims does not detract from its holiness to the Jews. The holiness to 
the Jews derives from its being the last relic of their Temple and from the 
belief that this is the eternal seat of the Divine Presence. It has, therefore, 
been a site of Jewish devotion for many centuries.62 The Commission 
resolved, however, that ownership of the Western Wall and the prayer 
area adjacent to it belongs solely to the Muslims, being part of the 
Muslim Waqf. 6 3 

In view of the above, the Commission adopted the prayer arrange
ments and the limitations upon them as stated by the Mandatory 
Government in its White Paper of 1928 and in later administrative 
regulations about this issue.64 The conclusions of the Wall Commission 
were accorded the status of a law —The King's Order in Council on 
Palestine (Western Wall) 1931 — and were incorporated by the Manda
tory Government as an inseparable part of the s t a t u s quo of the Holy 
Places.65 

Following the freeing of Eas"t Jerusalem by the IDF during the Six-
Day War in June 1967, the Western Wall became a central praying site 
for Jews only, and a national site (for rallies, holiday prayers and 
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swearing-in ceremony of soldiers to the IDF). The Wall was officially 
and statutorily declared a holy Jewish place in the Regulations for the 
Protection of Jewish Holy Places, 1981.66 

Before the Six-Day War, there was a small prayer area in front of the 
wall, 28m long and 3.5m wide. In mid-June 1967, the Government of 
Israel requisitioned all the area of the Mughrabi Quarter up to the 
Western Wall, and all the houses of that quarter were summarily 
destroyed by governmental decree in order to construct a large square 
before the wall and to allow convenient access for the thousands of 
worshipers who come there. A l l the inhabitants of the Mughrabi Quarter 
were offered compensatory payment by the government and aid in 
relocating to alternative living quarters (some of the inhabitants refused 
this offer). 

It was recently discovered that, contrary to common knowledge, this 
expropriation extended in fact to part of the Western Wall itself, which 
was actually registered in the Land Registry under the name of the State 
of Israel. This covered a section 155m long and lm of the width of the 
Western Wall's foundation (which is 4-5m wide), alongside the area 
between the southwestern corner of the Western Wall and the M a h k a m e 
building (i.e., along the area of the archaeological excavations and the 
prayer area), and to the full height of the Wall itself.67 

Israel never recognized the claim of the Muslim Waqf to ownership of 
other parts of the Western Wall or of the Temple Mount. As stated 
above, the Supreme Court ruled that with the establishment of the State 
of Israel, the validity of the King's Order in Council for Palestine 
(Western Wall) 1931, which determined the ownership of the Muslim 
Waqf over the Western Wall, was annulled.6 8 However, by way of a 
safety measure, this Order was officially repealed by the Law of Repeal 
of Obsolete Laws 1984.69 As mentioned above, the Western Wall was 
officially and statutorily declared a Jewish Holy Place. The Temple 
Mount and the Western Wall — except for the part appropriated — are 
not registered in the Land Registry at all. 

As a result of the destruction of the houses of the Mughrabi Quarter 
adjacent to the wall, the part of the Wall dedicated to prayers was 
enlarged from 28m to 60m in length and 3-40m in width. The level of the 
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prayer area was lowered to expose an additional 2.5m of the wall's 
height. Consequently, the wall facing the prayer site is now 18m high 
(another 12m are buried underground; in the Second Temple period, the 
height of the Wall in this area was about 36m). Beyond the prayer area, 
in place of the former Mughrabi Quarter, now lies the Western Wall 
Square, whose area is 20,000sq.m.70 A l l of these changes were carried out 
without actual opposition by the Muslims, except for their complaints 
and protests to the U N and other forums concerning the destruction of 
the Mughrabi Quarter. 

In July 1996 a Muslim professor, Abdul-Hadi-Falachi, an expert on 
religious history who had studied Islamic sciences in Cairo and is the 
Imam of the Muslim community in Italy, lectured on "the Jewish-
Muslim Dialogue and Question of Jerusalem."71 In this lecture he made 
it clear that the Muslims do not consider the open area between the el-
Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock as holy as a mosque. The proof 
is that "the Moslems smoke their cigarettes, play football and have 
picnics there. Such behavior is prohibited in the courtyard of every 
ordinary mosque."7 2 In my opinion, if the Muslims have this attitude to 
the esplanade between the mosques, it is all the more plain that the walls 
that surround this esplanade, including the Western Wall, are not holy to 
them or their sanctity is negligible. In contrast, in the opinion of Prof. H . 
Lazarus-Jaffe, a senior Israeli orientalist and expert on Islam, the 
sanctity of the Haram-el-Sharif applies not only to the el-Aqsa Mosque 
and the Dome of the Rock, but also to the esplanade between these two 
structures and also to the wall which surrounds the Haram-el-Sharif, 
including the Western Wal l . 7 3 

In conclusion: a historic examination and a review of the sources of 
the religions claiming the holiness of the Western Wall to them, reveal 
that the Western Wall is most holy to the Jews, being the only relic of 
their Temple and the second holiest site after the Temple Mount. In 
Islam there is no term such as "the Western Wall ." The wall itself is also 
holy to the Muslims as it is part of the wall encompassing the Haram-al-
Sharif. However, the prayer area adjacent to the wall is holy to the Jews 
alone, and has never been an Islamic Holy Place. 
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Protection of the Holy Places from Physical Injury 

Section 1 of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, 1967, states: "The 
Holy Places shall be protected from desecration and any other injury..." 

This law, as well as others, list a number of criminal offenses involv
ing damage to the physical integrity of a Holy Place as carrying a heavy 
prison sentence.74 In order to prevent harm to a Holy Place, other laws 
stipulate that permission of the Minister of Religious Affairs (or the 
Minister of Education and Culture), and directions by him, are a 
prerequisite to any action planned for a Holy Place or its vicinity. Such 
actions include digging, 7 5 drainage work, 7 6 water works, 7 7 digging of a 
sewage system,78 designating an area as a national park, 7 9 destroying 
and clearing built structures,80 and others.81 

Since most of the Holy Places are archaeological sites as well, 8 2 the 
Antiquities Law, 1978, also applies to them. According to Section 29(a) 
of this law, it is forbidden to build, construct roads, dig, bury or do any 
other work on an antiquity site without written consent of the Director 
of the Israel Antiquities Authority. Moreover, Section 29(c) of the law 
states: "As for an archaeological site that serves as a religious site or is 
sanctified for any purpose, the Director of the Israel Antiquities 
Authority will not permit digging or any of the acts mentioned in sub
section (a) except with explicit permission from a Ministerial Committee 
that includes the Minister of Education and Culture as chairman, the 
Minister of Religious Affairs and the Minister of Justice." 

Section 37(c) of the law stipulates a punishment of up to two years' 
imprisonment for violation of the directions stated in section 29 above. 
Section 37(a) stipa punishment of up to three years' imprisonment for 
anyone willfully damaging an antiquities site. 

The High Court of Justice has recently dealt with the issue of 
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"Stables," the turning of the subterranean halls under the southeastern 
corner of the Temple Mount (extending over an area of 4,500sq.m) into 
a Muslim mosque that can hold about 10,000 worshipers. On 10.9.1996, 
the Temple Mount & Eretz Israel Faithful Movement petitioned the 
High Court of Justice to instruct the Jerusalem Municipality and the 
Attorney General to take action to stop all work being done for turning 
the halls into a mosque83 

The petitioners claimed, among other things, that as this is an 
archaeological site, Section 29(a) of the Antiquities Law forbids all 
construction work without permission of the Director of the Israel 
Antiquities Authority, and there is no controversy about the fact that the 
Waqf did not apply for such permission. Moreover, the petitioners 
claimed that, as the Stables are part of the Temple Mount, they must be 
viewed as "serving as a religious site or sanctified for a religious purpose" 
according to Section 29(c) of that law. Therefore, no building work may 
be carried out there without a permit from the Ministerial Committee. 
The Waqf had, of course, obtained no such permission. The High Court 
of Justice dismissed these claims in its judgement on 16.10.1996, on 
several grounds: the Israel Antiquities Authority reported that there is 
no "actual damage to antiquities;" the works requiring a permit (casting 
concrete) were stopped; the remaining work (paving) was an "internal 
change" that needed no permit under the Planning and Building Law, 
1968. Thus the authorities had acted according to law when they had not 
stopped the work being done on the site. Although the High Court of 
Justice emphasized that due to the political and religious sensitivity of 
the Temple Mount, great care should be taken in enforcing the law there, 
it did not relate to the specific complaints of the Temple Mount Faithful 
movement about the breach of the Antiquities Law: work had certainly 
been carried out in the Solomon's Stables that required prior permission 
by the Director of the Israel Antiquities Authority. The High Court of 
Justice also did not refer to the claim that as the Temple Mount is "an 
archaeological site serving as a religious site or sanctified for a religious 
purpose," the law requires that all work carried out there must receive a 
permit from a Ministerial Committee. The work carried out in the 
Solomon's Stables had received no such permits. 
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Protection of the Holy Places from "Desecration or Any Other Injury" 
or from "Anything That May Offend the Sentiments of Members of 
Any Religion Toward those Places"64 

The Preservation of the Holy Places Law stipulates a punishment of up 
to seven years' imprisonment for the desecration of a Holy Place, 8 5 and 
up to five years for injuring the religious sentiments of believers toward a 
Holy Place. 8 6 The sweeping language points to the intention of the 
lawmaker to grant broad protection to the Holy Places and to the 
sentiments of members of all religions. The Holy Places are protected not 
only from "desecration" but from "any other injury" as well, even one 
not considered as desecration. Moreover, they are protected from 
"anything" — even from an injury that may be neither "desecration" nor 
an "other injury" — that may injure the religious sentiments of any 
group toward the place. Normally, the basis for a criminal act is the 
intention to commit it, but this law does not clearly define the criminal 
intent needed for an offense committed under this law. It is clear, 
however, that under accepted principles of the penal law, "the intent 
needed for an act of desecration or any other injury of a Holy Place to be 
considered a criminal offense is the intent to desecrate the Holy Place or 
to injure i t . " 8 7 Penal Law, 197788 lists a number of criminal prohibitions 
meant to protect the religious feelings of members of different religions 
in a chapter entitled "Injuries to Religious and Traditional Sentiments." 
Unlike the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, the penal law 
requires — as one of the alternatives for an act to be considered as an 
offense of desecrating a place of worship — "the intent to debase the 
religion" of the members of the religion using the desecrated place as a 
site of worship. However, intent is not a prerequisite in determining that 
an act is a criminal offense. The lawmaker deems it sufficient that the 
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perpetrator knows, or even can reasonably assume, that an injury to the 
place of worship may be viewed by the members of the religion using 
that place as an "insult to their religion" (Section 170, Penal Law). 8 9 

Section 170 of the Penal Law stipulates a punishment of up to 3 years' 
imprisonment for anyone who "destroys, damages or desecrates a place 
of worship that is considered holy by a group of people with the intent of 
debasing their religion or in the knowledge that they may view this act as 
an insult to their religion." Section 171 of this law stipulates up to three 
years' imprisonment for anyone who "maliciously disrupts a group of 
people lawfully gathered for religious worship..." 

Section 172 stipulates up to three years' imprisonment for anyone 
entering without permission into a place of worship or burial and acting 
in a way that has the "intention of hurting another person's feelings or 
debasing his religion." Note that the above-mentioned offenses refer to 
"a place of worship" and not necessarily to "a Holy Place," such as in 
the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, 1967. However, any Holy Place 
is usually also a place of worship, as worship is the main expression of 
the holiness of a place. 9 0 Yet, not all places of worship are necessarily 
Holy Places. Jews and Muslims pray to their God not only in "official" 
places such as a synagogue or a mosque, but also in temporary structures 
or even in the open air. 9 1 

The Regulations for the Protection of Places Holy to the Jews -1981 
forbid the following acts in the Holy Places mentioned in these 
regulations, including the Western Wall: desecrating the Sabbath and 
Jewish holidays; conducting a religious ceremony contrary to accepted 
practice; wearing unfit attire; peddling; conducting religious services, 
distributing publications or making speeches without permission from 
the local official of the Ministry of Religious Affairs; begging; 
slaughtering; eating, drinking and smoking; sleeping; and bringing in 
animals. 

Regulation 5 states that any of the above acts may entail a punish
ment of six to twelve months' imprisonment or a fine of NIS 500. It 
should be noted that the punishments for desecration of a Holy Place 
stipulated in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law are much higher. 
In other words, the public prosecutor may use his discretion when 
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considering the type of deed and its severity (e.g. an actual act of 
desecration in contrast to the distribution of pamphlets without a 
permit), in deciding the law under which the transgressor will be 
prosecuted and what punishment will be demanded. It is clear that the 
list of forbidden acts does not prevent the court from viewing other acts 
as "desecration or other injury" of Holy Places, including the Holy 
Places listed in the Regulations mentioned above. 

The sweeping protection accorded religious feelings in section 173 of 
the Penal Law is worthy of special notice. This section forbids "any 
publication which may seriously harm the beliefs or religious feelings of 
others." Here again, the emotional element includes two alternatives: an 
actual intent and a constructive intent based on assumed knowledge, 
which may lead to the forbidden result. 

The protection offered is even broader and more severe when it comes 
to oral expression. This section forbids pronouncing "in a public place 
within hearing range of a person any word or sound that may seriously 
harm his beliefs or his religious feelings." Thus, a criminal act may ensue 
even from a single word, or "a sound"! 

The holiness of some places (especially the Temple Mount and the 
Tomb of the Patriarchs in Hebron) is shared by severalreligions, as both 
Christianity and Islam are rooted in Judaism. Furthermore, Christianity 
is divided into many sects and Judaism has several trends (Orthodox, 
Conservative and Reform). Consequently, difficulties may arise in 
protecting the values and rights of all religions, sects or trends in the 
same Holy Place. Each religion or sect has rules and customs of its own 
about demeanor in its Holy Places, and the rules and customs of one 
may be regarded as sacrilegious and offensive to another.92 

Thus, in the past (before the building was divided between Jews and 
Muslims), it was forbidden for Jews to drink wine in the Tomb of the 
Patriarchs, except in the "Hall of Circumcisions," because the cave also 
serves as a Muslim mosque, and the drinking of wine is forbidden to 
Muslims and injures-their religious feelings. The Muslims were forbidden 
to conduct funeral services there (except in the Gaulieh Mosque adjacent 
to the cave building), as the place also serves as a synagogue and funerals 
are forbidden in Jewish Holy Places.9 3 Similarly, the Muslims claim that 
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Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount contradicts the tenets of Islam and 
is a desecration of the Haram-al-Sharif (The Exalted Holy Place).94 

Therefore, in order to avoid violent Muslim reactions, the Israeli 
authorities have forbidden Jews to pray on the Temple Mount. 

There may be different approaches to finding a balance. One example 
of this is the High Court of Justice ruling in the Hoffman case,95 which 
dealt with the Western Wall Women: a group of women who came to 
pray at the Western Wall and, contrary to accepted practice in Orthodox 
Judaism, carried Torah scrolls and wore a Talith, planning to read from 
the Torah and blow the Shofar (ceremonial horn). After being violently 
driven away by the Orthodox worshipers, they petitioned the High Court 
of Justice to be granted permission to carry out their wish to pray at the 
Wall. A t the time of deliberations over this plea, the Regulations for 
Preservation of Holy Places to the Jews 1981 were being written, and 
regulation (la) was added, forbidding "conducting a religious service (at 
the Western Wall) not according to the custom of the place, which may 
harm the feelings of the worshipers at that place." Judge M . Elon, Vice 
President of the Supreme Court, ruled that the place enjoys the status of 
a synagogue: "The prayer area at the Western Wall is the most holy 
synagogue in the world of Halacha (Jewish Law) and Judaism... Prayer 
in synagogues replaced worship at the Temple after the latter's 
destruction, and synagogues are referred to as 'small Temples'".9 6 

Therefore, the petition must be judged according to Halachic rules. The 
"custom of the place" must be determined according to the broadest 
denominator of the worshipers at the site, "and this is the custom 
prevalent for many generations."97 Therefore, one may not permit the 
Western Wall Women to pray at the site according to their custom, as it 
is "essentially different" from the custom of the place and because it 
would constitute "a deep and severe injury to the feelings of the majority 
of the worshipers at the place." 9 8 

Judge M . Levine, who held a minority opinion, stated the opposite: 

Since the Preservation of the Holy Places Law is a secular law, one 
must not construe the law and rule on the petition solely on the basis 
of Halachic law. The terms of the law "must be construed according 
the common denominator acceptable to the Israeli public as a whole. 
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Therefore, the terms 'desecration,' 'other injury' and 'something that 
may harm the religious feelings of members of a religion toward those 
places' in Section 1 of the law, must be interpreted in such a way that 
will both express the freedom of prayer and worship customary in a 
democratic society... and protect the interests of the public safety 
against 'unreasonable' injury to the feelings of the other, as is 
customary in that society... I cannot accept a p r i o r i and as a matter of 
course that, according to the law, the Western Wall is to be viewed 
entirely 'as a synagogue' and that all its activities are to be subject 
[solely] to the Halachic rules concerning a synagogue... Thus, even if 
there are those who believe that a certain mode of prayer is strictly 
forbidden by the Halacha... this fact in itself does not suffice for the 
prohibition of these actions. I believe that the common denominator 
to be considered here... is the common denominator of all those who 
bona fide seek the Western Wall site and its area, whether for prayer 
or for other legitimate purposes." 

President of the Supreme Court Justice Shamgar agreed with Judge 
Elon. Without going into detail, he ruled: "We must continue searching 
for practical ways according to which any man wishing to address his 
Maker in prayer can do so in his own way and style, as long as it does 
not constitute an actual injury to the prayer of others. The legal starting 
point constitutes the present state; but this should not preclude the b o n a 

fide right of any person wishing to pray in his own way... A n effort 
should be made to find an arrangement suitable to all those wishing to 
come to the W a l l . " 1 0 0 

Since President of the Supreme Court Shamgar believed that it is 
possible to find a suitable solution outside the court, he was of Judge 
Elon's opinion —and against Judge Levine's — that the court should 
dismiss the petition "at this stage." 

The issue of the correct interpretation of the terms "desecration" and 
"hurting of feelings" has lately been raised again. In their second petition 
on the issue of Solomon's Stables,1 0 1 the Temple Mount Faithful 
Movement and the Chai Vekayyam organization claimed that turning 
the Solomon's Stables into a mosque is a desecration of the Temple 
Mount and an injury to their religious feelings toward this Holy Place, in 
violation of Section 1 of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law. The 
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High Court of Justice dismissed the petition in its judgement of 
12.3.1997, stating that the establishment of another mosque on the 
Temple Mount does not desecrate it for Jews in violation of the 
Preservation of the Holy Places Law. As proof, the Court noted the fact 
that no government of Israel had ever forbidden the Muslims to pray at 
the mosques already existing at the Temple Mount (al-Aqsa and the 
Dome of the Rock). Therefore, an additional mosque on the site would 
not injure the Jewish holiness of the Temple Mount . 1 0 2 Judge I. Zamir 
(who wrote the majority judgement) also stated that "desecration is the 
turning of holy into profane. Holiness is not injured in a site holy to two 
religions when one of the religions uses it in a respectful way as a place of 
worship." 1 0 3 

I do not agree with Judge Zamir's finding. To my mind, "desecra
tion" is not necessarily the "turning of holy to profane;" and the holiness 
of a site for one religion may definitely be injured by another religion's 
"respectful" worship on that site, as is evident in the erection of a statue 
of the Greek God Zeus in the Temple of Jerusalem in the Second 
Century B C 1 0 4 and in the heathen religious worship held there by King 
Antiochus Epiphanes. Judaism does view the presence of Muslims on the 
Temple Mount, and all the more so their mosques, as a sacrilege.105 

Section 173 of the Penal Law protects religious feelings and forbids 
injury to them. The Preservation of the Holy Places Law forbids 
"hurting the feelings of the members of the religions" toward the Holy 
Places. Which feelings does the law mean? Could we say that, for lack of 
a direct reference to religious feelings in the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law, the lawmaker meant to define an injury to national or 
sectarian feelings as an injury as well? 

The High Court of Justice's judgement in the Solomon's Stables case 
established that the feelings protected by the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law are religious feelings only. Although the desecration of a 
Holy Place may injure national, sectarian or other feelings in addition to 
religious feelings, this law was "not meant to be an instrument of 
national, political or other struggle, if such struggle exists over the Holy 
Place. Such a struggle must be dealt with by the government. The court 
willonly deal with the injury to religious feelings."1 0 6 I myself also 
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believe, based on the wording of the law, that only religious feelings are 
meant to be protected by it. The law does not use the term "religious 
feelings" but mentions "feelings of the members of the religions," and 
not the feelings of members of nations or sects. In my opinion, the law's 
juxtaposition of "feelings" and "members of the religions" (as distinct 
from other groups — national, sectarian, etc.) implies religious feelings — 
those stemming from a person's adherence to a specific religion. 

The High Court of Justice stated in its judgement on the Solomon's 
Stables petition that even religious feelings do not enjoy absolute but 
only relative protection — like other values and rights. Not every injury 
to religious feelings is necessarily a criminal act. The protection of 
religious feelings may sometimes be in conflict with other rights or 
values, such as freedom of expression107 or freedom of worship. In the 
Solomon's Stables case, it was stated that Muslim freedom of worship 
(e.g. the establishment of another mosque) injures Jewish religious 
feelings. The High Court of Justice established that in order to restrict 
freedom of worship because of its injury to religious feelings, the injury 
must be "severe, blatant and deep,"1 0 8 The injury must also be broad — 
i.e. affecting a large part of the population. 1 0 9 

Injury in itself is not sufficient even if it concerns a large number of 
people, as long as it is only minor. A combination of the two is 
necessary: only a deep and broad injury to the religious feelings of 
one community will exceed the limits of tolerance in a way that will 
justify injury to the religious worship of another community. Proving 
that this injury to religious feelings does surpass the level of tolerance 
is the burden of the plaintiff who petitions that the court rule to 
prevent religious worship.1 1 0 

In ruling on the Solomon's Stables petition, judges of the High Court 
of Justice were divided in their opinions on this question: Did the 
petitioners prove that the religious feelings of a large public were 
seriously injured as a result of the presence of another mosque on the 
Temple Mount? The majority (Judge I. Zamir, who wrote the judgement, 
joined by President of the Court Barak) decided that such a broad and 
severe injury was not proven, and the petition to instruct the closing of 
the mosque was therefore dismissed.111 
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On the other hand, Judge A . Goldberg stated that "a court in Israel 
does not need proof that the encroachment upon the area of the Temple 
Mount by the Muslim Waqf in order to increase the prayer square of the 
Muslims constitutes a serious injury to the religious and national feelings 
of a broad Jewish public toward the holiest site for the Jews." 1 1 2 

However, even Judge Goldberg was not ready to instruct the closing of 
the mosque in Solomon's Stables. On the basis of the judicial discretion 
of the High Court of Justice on whether to intervene in a case brought 
before i t , 1 1 3 he stated that this is not a case for such intervention: 

The reality on the Temple Mount... is most delicate and complex... 
This is one of the few cases where a judicial decision is not the 
reasonable way to settle a conflict, and the decision is beyond the 
limits of the law. By taking sides in conflicting feelings, the Court 
risks descending into the purely political arena. Politicization of the 
Court must be avoided, and the judicial decision must give way in this 
case to a decision that is mainly political. The political authorities, 
and not the Court, must lend meaning to the historic statement "The 
Temple Mount is ours". 1 1 4 

A n analysis of Judge Zamir's judgement reveals that there were in 
fact no differences of opinion among the three judges on issues of 
principle. Judge Zamir, who wrote the majority opinion, also thought 
that the religious and political sensitivity of the Temple Mount is so great 
that the "conflict over issues of worship at such a site should not be 
resolved by the Court but by the government, according to various 
considerations, not necessarily legal ones." 1 1 5 
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Freedom of Worship and the Right of Jews to Pray on the 
Temple Mount 

Freedom of worship has been recognized as a vested right since 
Mandatory times. Section 83 of The King's Order in Council 1922-1947, 
still valid today, 1 1 6 states: " A l l people in Palestine will enjoy absolute 
freedom of conscience, and may practice their form of worship 
undisturbed, as long as public order and morals will be upheld." 

In the Declaration of Independence, the State of Israel took a 
commitment to ensure "freedom of religion." It was stated that "the 
freedom of religion and worship is a basic right recognized according to 
our system of justice and is an inseparable part of it. Such freedom, of 
course, is expressed mainly in the freedom of religious speech and 
action." 1 1 7 The protection of the right of free worship, unlike other 
rights recognized by Israeli law, is the responsibility of the authorities 
alone, and is not within the jurisdiction of the courts, except for criminal 
offenses. This was ruled as early as 1968, in the first judgement given on 
the issue of realization of the Jews' right to pray on the Temple Mount 
(H.C. 222/68, National Circles vs. the Minister of Police and others).1 1 8 

In light of Section 2 of the King's Order in Council about the Holy 
Places, 1924 1 1 9 — stating that "no cause or matter in connection with the 
Holy Places shall be heard or determined by any court in Palestine" — 
and the existence of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, the 
question arose: which law takes precedence — the above-cited Manda
tory law or Israeli law? 

The High Court of Justice judges were divided over this issue: two 
ruled that the King's Order in Council has no validity in Israeli law, and 
two ruled that it has full validity. President of the Court Agranat ruled: 
"The Preservation of the Holy Places Law revokes the King's Order in 
Council p r o tanto: This means that, on matters mentioned in the Preser-
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vation of the Holy Places Law, this law has supremacy and revokes the 
King's Order in Council — in other words, the court has jurisdiction in 
these cases. On matters not mentioned in the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law, the King's Order in Council prevails, and thus the courts 
have no jurisdiction to rule on them. However, since the right of free 
access is settled in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, another 
question arises: Does the free access mentioned in this law include the 
right of prayer (for if so, the court has jurisdiction in conflicts about the 
right of prayer in a Holy Place), or are these two rights separate and, 
since the right of prayer is not mentioned in the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law, the court has no jurisdiction on its realization in any Holy 
Place? 

Here also, the judges' opinions were divided: two ruled one way and 
two the other. President of the Court Agranat again ruled that the right 
of prayer is separate from the right of access, and since it is not 
mentioned in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, the court has no 
jurisdiction in a conflict about this right. This was one of the main 
grounds for dismissing the above petition: the civilian protection of the 
right of worship is in the hands of the government only. 1 2 0 

Apparently, this is the vested ruling about the jurisdiction of 
the courts on the right of worship in the Holy Places. Based on this 
ruling and on other grounds, all petitions filed to date for the realization 
of the right of prayer of Jews on the Temple Mount have been dis
missed. 1 2 1 In my opinion, a change in this ruling began to take place 
already in 1976, in the judgement of the High Court of Justice in the 
Harloff Cohen case (H.C. 99/76).122 In this case, the court dismissed the 
petition of a Jew to instruct the Israeli police to desist from disrupting his 
individual prayer on the Temple Mount. The judgement shows that the 
High Court of Justice considered the petition and dis-missed it for 
reasons other than its own lack of jurisdiction to judiciate on the right of 
prayer on the Temple Mount. This last argument was omentioned in 
passing: "Perhaps it is not superfluous to mention in this respect also 
H.C . 222/68..." 1 2 3 — and this, only at the very end of the judgement. 

The judgement quoted the stand of the Attorney General, that the 
authorities should permit individual prayer on the Temple Mount if it 
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were a bona f i d e , non-demonstrative prayer. 1 2 4 The High Court of 
Justice did not dispute this stand. However, the position of the 
authorities was not part of the "rationale" of the judgement, and the 
principled ruling on the jurisdiction of the courts was not changed. 

The clear change in this ruling appeared in H .C . 67/93 ("Kach" 
Movement and the Jewish Defense League vs. the Minister of Religious 
Affairs et al.). 1 2 5 The petitioners in this case petitioned the Court to 
instruct the police to allow a single Jew to enter the Temple Mount with 
his religious paraphernalia (prayer shawl, phylacteries and a prayer 
book) in order to hold individual prayer there. The petitioners claimed 
that "individual prayer while visiting the Temple Mount is unlike public 
and institutional prayer with regard to the jurisdiction of the Court 
according to Section 2 of the King's Order in Council on Palestine (Holy 
Places) 1924... Individual prayer is not included at all in Section 2 of the 
King's Order in Counci l ." 1 2 6 

The High Court of Justice seems to have accepted this distinction. 
Although the leading judgement on this issue (H.C. 222/68) states that 
the right of prayer is separate from the right of access for individual 
prayer and public prayer alike (and therefore is non-justiciable by the 
courts), the High Court of Justice ruled in H.C. 67/93 that in this case 
"the right of access p e r se does not arise but rather the freedom of 
individual prayer in the course of the realization of the right of access 
[my emphasis]."127 

It seems that in this judgement, the High Court of Justice ruled for 
the first time that the right of prayer of an individual may be part of the 
right of free access in such a way that the first right is fulfilled "in the 
course o f the realization of the second. This is proof that the High 
Court of Justice did deem it within its jurisdiction to adjudicate on the 
realization of both rights, despite Section 2 of the King's Order in 
Council and the ruling on this matter in H.C. National Circles (222/68). 

Moreover, there has lately been a clear change in the Supreme Court's 
ruling about the court's jurisdiction on freedom of worship in Holy 
Places. The demand to settle the right of the Western Wall Women to 
pray at the Western Wall (clad in prayer shawls), to read the Torah and 
to blow the Shofar, in contradiction to the Halacha and to the "custom 
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of the place," caused the High Court of Justice to revoke (although not 
explicitly) the vested ruling that had been valid for about 30 years(!), 
since H .C . National Circles (222/68), according to which the courts have 
no jurisdiction over the right of prayer in the Holy Places — a jurisdiction 
reserve to the Government of Israel only. In the first ruling on this case 
in January 1994, 1 2 8 an effort was made by the minority opinion holder, 
the Vice President of the Supreme Court Justice Elon, to justify the 
intervention of the Supreme Court in this case, stating that "the issue of 
this petition is the right of access of the petitioners to the Western Wall, 
at the risk of desecrating the place and possible injury of the feelings of 
the worshipers," 1 2 9 as supposedly distinct from the right of prayer of the 
petitioners. Yet it is clear that the main issue of this petition was the right 
of prayer, the freedom of worship at the Western Wall, since nobody 
prevented the Western Wall Women from access to the Western Wall, 
but only from praying there according to their custom. Indeed, the 
judgement deals with the right of prayer at the Western Wall and not 
with the right of access there. Justice Elon did not recognize the right of 
prayer of the petitioners at the Western Wall according to their custom 
because it contradicted the "custom of the place" and the prayer 
traditions there, and might have severely injured the feelings of the 
worshipers and have caused a real and severe injury to public order. 
President of the Supreme Court Justice M . Shamgar recognized in 
principle the rights of the Western Wall Women to pray at the Western 
Wall according to their custom. Although he called on the government 
to establish a committee that would reach "a solution that will preserve 
the right of access to the Western W a l l , " 1 3 0 he specifically stated that 
"we must not close the door to the preservation of the bona f i d e right of 
anyone who wishes to pray in his own way..." 1 3 1 and that "freedom of 
access and freedom of prayer for all must be ensured at this site [my 
emphases].132 A l l this, without referring to H.C. National Circles. Since 
Justice Shamgar considered that there was no place at the time for a 
judiciary ruling as the government must be accorded time to arrive at an 
agreed solution *of the problem through a committee, he dismissed the 
petition pending such a solution. Judge S. Levine also recognized the 
right of prayer of the petitioners at the Western Wall, without con-
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sidering the ruling in H.C. National Circles (which he did not even 
mention) as a cause for not adjudicating on it. Therefore, by majority 
opinion of the President and Vice President, the High Court 
recommended to the government of Israel to set up a committee to 
find an agreed solution on the issue of the Western Wall Women, and 
thereupon dismissed the petition. 

The government's deliberations on this issue lasted several years and 
reached no conclusion, and the Western Wall Women again appealed to 
the High Court of Justice. On 22 May 2000, the crucial judgement on 
this issue was given: 1 3 3 The High Court repeated, this time unanimously, 
the right of the petitioners to pray at the Western Wall according to their 
custom, and gave the government an extension of six months to settle 
this in practice. The judgement holds 25 pages, and the three High Court 
judges (E. Matza, T. Strassberg-Cohen and D . Beinish) only alludes to 
the ruling vested since H.C. National Circles, and do not refer at all to 
the issue of the jurisdiction of the freedom of worship in the Holy 
Places — probably because it seemed obvious to them. The judgement 
about this says only: "It is not superfluous to emphasize that 'freedom of 
access to the Western Wall, ' according to President Shamgar, must be 
construed as the right to pray at the W a l l . " 1 3 4 Let us emphasize that this 
case does not refer to an individual prayer "in realization of the right of 
access," as in the above H.C. 67/93, but to a public prayer of tens of 
Western Wall Women as part of the right of access. In other words, 
contrary to the rule set by H.C. National Circles, 1 3 5 the High Court now 
ruled unanimously that the right of prayer is an inalienable part of the 
right of access. In any case, the courts have jurisdiction to adjudicate on 
realization of this right, as it is protected by the Law of Preservation of 
Holy Places, 1967, that take supremacy over the King's Order in Council 
about the Holy Places. Here is an unprecedented case in Israeli rulings, 
where the High Court of Justice dropped a deep-seated vested ruling on 
the basis of which many petitioned were dismissed, without stating this 
clearly and without giving grounds for dropping the old ruling and 
adopting a new one. 

We shall see (in Chapter Nine below) that the High Court of Justice 
ruled explicitly on the realization of the right of prayer in Holy Places, 
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citing the obligation to uphold public order in the Holy Places, which is a 
supreme value in this issue. Thus, it was ruled that limiting the juris
diction of the courts in conflicts connected to Holy Places does not 
prevent them from ruling on criminal acts committed in Holy Places — 
including disruptions of the realization of the freedom of worship in 
these Holy Places. This ruling was also changed in H.C. Harav Goren 
(see below). 

As mentioned above, under the Israeli regime the Muslims were free 
to pray on the Temple Mount as they had in the past, without any 
restrictions. Occasionally, for security reasons, the Government of Israel 
prohibits the Arabs of the administered territories from entering 
Jerusalem and naturally also the Temple Mount. In contrast, all the 
governments of Israel have upheld the policy of absolutely forbidding 
Jews to pray on the Temple Mount. This policy began with a 
government decision taken in 1967, soon after the liberation of East 
Jerusalem in the 1967 war and its unification with West Jerusalem. On 
20.8.1967, the government of Israel ruled that "when Jewish worshipers 
come to the Temple Mount, they will be directed to the Western 
W a l l , " 1 3 6 in order to avoid violent reactions by the Muslims. 

This decision was not an explicit ban on Jewish prayer on the Temple 
Mount, and was formulated as a temporary provision only. Protocols of 
the Ministerial Committee for Holy Places have been uncovered 
recently,1 3 7 proving that this was indeed meant as a temporary measure. 
The protocol of the Committee meeting on 1.10.1967 states that, 
according to the suggestion of Minister Menachem Begin (of the 
Coalition Government at that time), this decision was taken for a 
particular Saturday, for the New Year and the Day of Atonement. 
During the deliberations of the Committee on 30.6.1967, Minister of 
Justice Y . S. Shapira said: "We never declared that the Temple Mount as 
a whole belongs to the Arabs. We did not state that Jews are forbidden 
to going there or to pray there. We did not say that Jews may not 
establish a synagogue there..." He added, however, that in order to avoid 
severe religious confrontations with the Arabs, it was decided that the 
police would direct Jewish worshipers to the Western Wall. Over the 
years, every government has adopted a policy forbidding the prayer of 
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Jews on the Temple Mount and allowing visits only — in order to avoid 
the disturbance of public order through an Arab reaction to Jewish 
prayer there. The issue was thus left to the discretion of the police, who 
chose to prevent Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount altogether. The 
High Court of Justice upheld this decision and dismissed all petitions to 
change i t . 1 3 8 

In the Solomon's Stables case, the High Court of Justice ruled, as 
mentioned above, that "only a severe and broad injury to the religious 
feelings of one community will exceed the limits of tolerance in a way 
that will justify an injury to the religious worship of another 
community." The injury must be broad (hurting many people and not 
just a few) and severe, and there must be "near certainty that actual 
injury will be caused to public interest if the right of a person to freedom 
of worship... will be realized." In such a case, "it is possible to limit the 
right of the person in order to uphold public interest."1 3 9 

The application of the "balance formula" between the right of 
worship and the upholding of public order with regard to the right of 
Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount is very difficult, and exceeds the 
bounds of legal rules. 

On the one hand, the Muslims claim that granting permission to 
Jews to pray on the Temple Mount —even individually, b o n a fide 
and not for demonstrative purposes — would be seen as a broad and 
severe injury to the religious and national feelings of the Muslim public. 
Suffice it to recall in this respect the events following the ruling of 
the Magistrate's Court in Jerusalem in January 1976 that acquitted 
a group of right-wing Betar members who prayed on the Temple Mount 
on Jerusalem Day. This acquittal was taken by Muslims to mean 
the granting of permission to Jews to pray on the Temple Mount. 
Violent disturbances broke out in Jerusalem and the Administered 
territories, continuing for several months. Three Arabs were killed in 
Jerusalem in these disturbances, dozens were injured, and about 500 
were arrested. 

Judge Witkon's statement in H . C . National Circles (petition to order 
the Israel Police to allow prayer by Jews on the Temple Mount) is well 
worth quoting in this context: 
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The situation is extraordinary, and I doubt whether there is a case 
akin to it in the history of our country or in the world. The situation 
is delicate and dangerous in an inter-religious setting, and the site is 
explosive. It would be foolish not to take into account the effects and 
the cost in manpower that granting the petitioners' request would 
entail. We have arrived here at the edge of our judiciary judgement. 
This deliberation cannot be made without considering our •political 
and security situation, and it is therefore a matter for the government 
to consider."140 

In H . C . Solomon vs. the Israel Police, President of the Supreme 
Court Aharon Barak ruled: 

The basic principle is that every Jew has the right to enter the Temple 
Mount, to pray there, and to have communion with his Maker. This is 
part of the religious freedom of worship, it is part of the freedom of 
expression. However, as every human right, it is not absolute, but a 
relative right. The relativity is expressed in that the extent of this right 
must take into account the rights of others who claim the same right, as 
well as other human rights. The relativity is expressed in that the 
realization of this right may be limited by virtue of consideration of the 
public interest. Indeed, in a case where there is near certainty that injury 
may be caused to the public interest if a person's rights of religious 
worship and freedom of expression would be realized, it is possible to 
limit the rights of the person in order to uphold public interest.141 

On the other hand, one may claim that a total ban on the prayer of 
Jews on the Temple Mount would hurt Jewish religious feelings toward 
this Holy Place, which would be contrary to section 1 of the Preservation 
of the Holy Places Law, and Section 3 in Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital 
of Israel. Moreover, even if we assume that Jewish prayer on the Temple 
Mount constitutes an injury to the fundaments of Islam, the very 
meaning of the balance between the fundaments of the two religions does 
not fit with a total and permanent denial to one of the groups of the right 
of worship in this place — by its very nature a basic right in any Holy 
Place. A state in which the right of free worship is recognized as one of 
the foundations of democracy and as one of the basic rights, denies the 
Jews their right to pray on the Temple Mount — the most holy site to 
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Jews and Judaism —in order to avoid illegal Arab threats to injure 
Jewish worshipers. Moreover, there is no mention in Muslim religious 
tradition of a ban on Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount . " 1 4 2 In fact, 
until the 12 t h century, Jews prayed in a synagogue they had erected on 
the Mount with Muslim permission.1 4 3 

Those circles demanding to allow Jews to pray on the Temple Mount 
emphasize that discrimination against Jews compared with Muslims in 
this case is not consistent with the superior holiness of Jerusalem in 
general and the Temple Mount in particular to the Jews. They argue that 
1,000 years before the city was sanctified for Christianity, and 1,700 
years before it was sanctified for Islam, Jerusalem was already the capital 
of the people of Israel and the holiest city for Judaism by virtue of the 
Temple on the Temple Mount. No other country (except for the 
Crusader Kingdom in the 12 t h century), and no other people in history 
except the Jewish people and its state, have declared Jerusalem as its 
capital and center of its religious worship, until recently. The Muslims, 
even in Jerusalem, face Mecca in their prayers; Jews the world over pray 
facing Jerusalem, and in Jerusalem — facing the Temple Mount. 
Jerusalem is mentioned in the Bible 656 times, and in the Koran — not 
even once. 

The true and just meaning of the government's pledge to uphold law 
and order lies in the assurance of — not the ban on — the realization of 
the right of Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount, a right which has been 
repeatedly recognized by the courts. It is the very protection of public 
order in the Holy Places that obligates ensuring the possibility of Jews to 
realize their vested rights without hindrance. Upholding public order in 
Holy Places is not an end in itself but a means to ensuring the rights of 
members of the religions concerned. The very essence of a Holy PI, 
besides the source of its holiness, is in the religious worship held in it. 
Thus a total ban on Jewish worship on the Temple Mount so as to 
uphold public order is wholly unjustified. 

In places holy to several religions or sects, the problem arises of 
balancing the rules and rights of the different groups. The rules of one 
religion or sect may conflict with those of another. A balance certainly 
does not mean the total fulfillment of the needs of one community at the 
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price of denying the rights of another in the same place. In any case, a 
just balance between the rights of the two religions on the Temple Mount 
should include granting the Jews the right to pray there. This does not 
require the division of the site —as was done in the Tomb of the 
Patriarchs — but only granting Jews permission to pray in a certain spot, 
as far as possible from the area of the Mosques. 

The following fact should tip the scales in balancing the opposing 
considerations in this issue: only very few rabbis —among them the 
former Chief Rabbi Shlomo Goren — permit Jews to pray in a specific 
area on the south of the Temple Mount. Most rabbis, including those of 
the Council of the Chief Rabbinate, totally forbid it, considering the 
entry of Jews into the Temple Mount a grave sacrilege of its holiness, 
punishable by death. Indeed, judging from the groups struggling for the 
right to pray there (Temple Mount and Eretz Israel Faithful Movement 
and the Chai Vekayyam group), it is obvious that only a small number of 
Jews wish to pray there. It thus seems that in considering the realization 
of the right of religious worship in contrast to the upholding of public 
order, the latter should take precedence. In other words, I believe that if 
the realization of the right of religious worship of a small group would 
severely injure the religious feelings of a very large public (Muslims and 
Jews alike), bringing about the disruption of public order, denying the 
right of the few to free worship is justified. If it would involve the 
realization of the rights of a large public, such a compromise would be 
much more difficult to achieve. 

Former Supreme Court Justice Haim Cohen, in an article he wrote on 
Basic Law: Human Dignity and Freedom 1 4 4 says: 

The Israeli democracy is a democracy of general consensus: everyone 
rules and is ruled by the consent of all, and peace is whole. Such an 
ideal state is said by our sages to have reigned in the Mount Sinai 
experience, and we are taught that as long as the Sanhédrin existed, 
"there was no dissent in Israel." But the fact is that there has never 
been a consensus in Israel: even the general consensus with the words 
of the Sanhédrin was preceded by a decision by majority. The general 
consensus remains a vision for Messianic times; in practice, it has 
been replaced by the great rule that the majority decides — and this 
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rule became a basic principle of Hebrew Law, to the point where it 
precedes even an echo from heaven. This is so not only in Judaism but 
also in a democracy: the principle of a majority is a basis and a 
cornerstone of every judicial, political or other decision. Thus, the 
pure Jewish value of "the majority decides" is identical to one of the 
bases of democracy. 

The High Court of Justice adopted in H.C. 99/76 (Cohen v. the 
Minister of Police) the view of the Attorney General that a single Jew 
may pray on the Temple Mount as long as this is a b o n a f i d e , non-
demonstrative prayer. 1 4 5 A later judgement of the High Court of Justice 
restricted even this sort of prayer, requiring it to be carried out "without 
religious paraphernalia, such as a prayer book, prayer shawl or 
phylacteries."146 It must be emphasized that this judgement reveals the 
assumption of the Court that the police permit Jews to pray on the 
Temple Mount individually, in a b o n a f i d e and non-demonstrative 
manner. Otherwise, it would not have stated explicitly that the position 
of the police in forbidding "a visitor who wishes to hold b o n a fide prayer 
individually and with paraphernalia (prayer shawl, phylacteries and 
prayer book)" is reasonable.147 Indeed, in the Solomon's Stables case,1 4 8 

High Court of Justice Judge Zamir wrote: "...the Jews, although they 
have an age-old and permanent right to the Temple Mount, cannot at 
present fulfill the right of public prayer on the Temple Mount. . ." 1 4 9 The 
mention was of public prayer, not individual prayer. 

My own personal examination, carried out on the Temple Mount on 
20.8.1995,150 showed that actually - contrary to the High Court of 
Justice ruling —the police totally forbid the prayer of Jews on the 
Temple Mount. Even a single Jew wishing to pray there in a b o n a fide, 
non-demonstrative manner, with no paraphernalia, may not do so. 
Police instructions forbid any prayer at all involving outer manifesta
tions, 1 5 1 such as standing and bowing (as required in the S h e m o n e h E s r e h 
prayer), or whispering. Even lip movement is forbidden, although the 
Halachah requires the Jew to move his lips in prayer, to whisper his 
prayer and to stand up and bow. 1 5 2 In other words, the police permit 
only prayers that cannot be noticed in any way... 
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Protection of Freedom of Access to the Holy Places 

In order to ensure freedom of worship, it is necessary to protect another 
distinct right —the right of free access to the Holy Places. 1 5 3 Provision 
about this issue is made in Section 1 of the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law: "The Holy Places will be protected... from anything that 
may restrict the freedom of access of the members of religions to their 
Holy Places..." 1 5 4 This was the main innovation in this law. For the first 
time this right was stated in Israeli law, and its infringement established 
as a criminal offense. There is no such provision in Mandatory law. This 
provision must be seen against the background of the historic 
deprivation of the Jews of even the possibility of access to their Holy 
Places (see the ban on entry to the Temple Mount and the Tomb of the 
Patriarchs),155 or the severe restrictions of their access to their Holy 
Places (as in the Mandatory King's Order in Council about the Western 
Wall). As mentioned above, in Mandatory times, Arabs of the Old City 
would attack Jews on their way to the Western Wall and disrupt their 
prayers there. 

Defending the right of access to the Holy Places supercedes that of 
preventing their desecration. Under this section, one is considered a 
criminal' offender even for plotting the disruption of free access without 
actually denying such access. 

In H.C. 223/67, Ben Dov vs. the Minister of Religious Affairs et 
a l . , 1 5 6 a Jew petitioned against the Minister of Religious Affairs claiming 
that his freedom of access to the Temple Mount was disrupted by the 
entry-fee required at the Majlis Gate near the Muslim Waqf offices. The 
High Court of Justice dismissed his petition, on the grounds that there is 
at least one gate (of the eight gates to the Temple Mount) — the 
Mughrabi Gate — through which entry to the Temple Mount does not 
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require payment. In addition to that, the entry arrangements had not yet 
been permanently settled.1 5 7 

The matter of freedom of access of Jews to the Temple Mount 
recently re-arose in the Solomon's Stables case. In their second petition, 
the petitioners claimed that turning the Solomon's Stables into a mosque 
would prevent Jews from entering them, thereby infringing on their right 
of free access to the Temple Mount — a right granted to them by the 
Preservation of the Holy Places Law. The Attorney General replied that 
due to the complex reality of the Mount, holy to both Jews and Muslims, 
and its extreme political and religious sensitivity, there have always been 
restrictions of free access to both Jews and tourists. Visits are permitted 
at fixed times and restricted to hours that are not prayer times at the 
mosques. It should be added that, in certain cases of severe threat of 
disruption of public order, the Temple Mount was closed by the police to 
all visitors. 1 5 8 The police also ban the leader of the Temple Mount and 
Eretz Israel Faithful Movement, Gershon Solomon, from entering the 
Mount on Jewish holidays. This is done to prevent violent reaction on 
tpart of the Muslims, who view him as a threat to the safety of their 
mosques because of his declarations that "this abomination must be 
removed from the Temple Mount and the Third Temple erected there." 
A l l Solomon's petitions to the High Court of Justice have been 
dismissed,1 5 9 on the grounds of the supremacy of upholding public 
order over any other right (see Chapter Nine below). The High Court of 
Justice also affirmed other restrictions by the police on the entry to the 
Temple Mount of members of the Temple Mount and Eretz Israel 
Faithful Movement (such as entry in pairs only for short periods of 
time). On this basis, the state representative stated before the High Court 
of Justice that "the presence of mosques on the Temple Mount, and the 
visiting arrangements accruing from• this fact, were never viewed as an 
infringement of the freedom of access according to the Protection 
L a w . " 1 6 0 Thus the opening of another mosque, especially in view of the 
Waqf declaration that the place would be open to visitors, cannot be 
considered an infringement of the freedom of access to the Holy Places. 
In its judgement of 12.3.1997, the High Court of Justice accepted the 
claims of the state on this issue and dismissed the petition. 
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In H.C. 222/68 (National Circles), the ruling was made that freedom 
of access is within the jurisdiction of the courts and may be realized and 
enforced by them, as it is specifically mentioned in the Preservation of 
the Holy Places Law, that declared the King's Order in Council null and 
void p r o t a n t o 1 6 1 and returned the issues handled by it, such as the 
freedom of access, to the jurisdiction of the courts. 

We may ask: considering the fact that most Jewish Halacha (religious 
law) scholars forbid the entrance of Jews into the Temple Mount , 1 6 2 does 
the court have jurisdiction to apply the principle of freedom of access 
also to the Temple Mount? 

One of the two reasons given by Acting President Zilberg for 
dismissing the petition in H.C. National Circles, was that "freedom of 
access ensured in section 1 of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law is 
not realizable without the formulation of regulations by the Minister of 
Religious Affairs according to that law.. ." 1 6 3 Yet Judge Zilberg states in 
the same judgement that the judicial meaning of the term "freedom of 
access," in the context of prayer at the Temple Mount, 

will be rendered after checking the historical, judicial and Halachic 
sources of Judaism. I say "Halachic" although I know that the 
Protec-tion Law is a secular and not a religious law. Yet prayer is, in 
any case, a religious issue, and it would be absolutely absurd to grant 
a person freedom of prayer in a place into which God, to whom he 
prays, forbids him even to enter. Such a petition would be contempt 
of the court, which will dismiss it without further comment.164 

It would seem that the same would be said of the freedom of access to 
the Temple Mount, for it would be "absolutely absurd," to use Judge 
Zilberg's words, to give a person freedom of access to a place into which 
"God... forbids him to enter;" and indeed most Halachic experts forbid 
the Jews to enter the Temple Mount. Yet, in opposition to Judge 
Zilberg's opinion that although this is a secular law, the "religious issue" 
mentioned in it must be interpreted in a religious connotation, Judge S. 
Levine in his judgement on the Western Wall Women 1 6 5 states that since 
the Preservation of the Holy Places Law is a secular law, it should not 
necessarily be interpreted according to the Jewish Halacha 1 6 6 — especially 
if we take into account that most Jews in Israel are secular, and many of 
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them, as well as many Jewish tourists, do not accept the ruling of "fear of 
the Temple" and visit the Temple Mount. 

Indeed the vested ruling is that since section 1 of the Preservation of 
the Holy Places Law ensures the right of Jews to free access to their Holy 
Places, "and since there is no contention that the Temple Mount is a 
Holy Place to the Jews, then ipse t a n t o they enjoy freedom of access to 
the site, and "nothing is allowed that may harm this right."167 

However, when a petition was placed before the High Court of 
Justice in 1981 (H.C. 537/81, Stanger) to instruct the Minister of 
Religious Affairs to formulate regulations for "Jewish freedom of access 
and worship on the Temple Mount ," 1 6 8 it was dismissed. The High 
Court explained this dismissal by its lack of jurisdiction, and by the non-
judiciability of the issue. 

A study of this judgement shows that although H.C. National Circles 
ruled by majority opinion that freedom of access is distinct from freedom 
of worship, and that the courts have jurisdiction to adjudicate on its 
realization and its enforcement (as distinct from freedom of worship), 
H.C. Stanger somehow did not distinguish between the two rights and 
did not instruct the Government of Israel to formulate regulations for 
Jewish freedom of access to the Temple Mount. It ruled this because it 
had no jurisdiction over freedom of worship on the Temple mount — 
although it was also clearly stated in this case that the court had 
jurisdiction to adjudicate on the realization of freedom of access.169 The 
High Court, in its first judgement on the issue of the Western Wall 
Women, 1 7 0 also stated explicitly that the courts have jurisdiction over 
freedom of access to the Holy Places, 1 7 1 did not see it as a non-judiciable 
issue, and dealt with it at length. Yet we should remark that the judicial 
possibility to instruct the Minister of Religious Affairs to formulate 
regulations about freedom of access of Jews to the Temple Mount is not 
simple at all. First, section 4 of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law 
states that the Minister of Religious Affairs is not "compelled" but 
"may" formulate regulations about the implementation of the law. 1 7 2 

Second, as most of the Halacha scholars, including the Israeli Chief 
Rabbinate, forbid Jews to enter the Temple Mount, the Minister of 
Religious Affairs (usually a religious Jew himself) would find it difficult 
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to formulate regulations about freedom of access of Jews to the Temple 
mount, in spite of the fact that the law itself is secular. Add to that the 
fact that the Minister's duty by law is to confer beforehand with 
"representatives of the relevant religions" 1 7 3 — and we may assume that 
representatives of both Judaism and Islam would oppose such 
regulations. 

Despite all of the above, the Jews have in fact enjoyed freedom of 
access to the Temple Mount since the unification of Jerusalem in 1967 
and until the riots in September 2000 (termed the "al-Aqsa Intifada") 
without any such regulations, subject to times and arrangements set by 
the Muslim Waqf. As of 6 October 2000, the Muslim Waqf has closed 
the gates of the Temple Mount to Jews and tourist, and to date (May 
2001) the latter have no access to it. Two petitions to the High Court of 
Justice to instruct on the opening of the gates to visits of Jews as in the 
past, have been dismissed for fear of injury to public safety because of 
the expected violence due to Muslim opposition to the entrance of 
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Limitations on the Enforcement of Israeli Law on the Temple Mount 

The High Court of Justice has ruled that all Israeli laws apply to the 
Temple Mount, as it is part of the area of the State of Israel since the 
unification of Jerusalem and the application of Israeli law to East 
Jerusalem.175 Among these laws are The Law of Planning and Building, 
1965,1 7 6 and The Antiquities Law, 1967. 1 7 7 The Temple Mount was 
declared "an antiquities site" as part of the Old City and surroundings, 
that were declared "an antiquities site" in August 1967.1 7 8 According to 
Section 29(a) of the antiquities Law, no action may be taken (including 
building, demolition, soil placing, a change or dismantling of an 
antiquity) without permission of the Antiquities Authority. According 
to Section 29(c) of the law, in an "an antiquities site used for religious 
purposes or dedicated to a religious purpose" — and the Temple Mount 
is certainly such a site — "no action may be taken, as mentioned, without 
the permission of a special Ministerial committee." However, because of 
the struggle betweenJews and Arabs for control and prayer on the 
Temple Mount, and because of Arab concern for their mosques in view 
of the several attempts by extremist Jews to destroy them and build the 
Third Temple in their place, the political and religious sensitivity to 
Israeli actions concerning the Temple Mount is very high. Thus, Judge 
Witkon says in his judgement in the above-mentioned H.C. National 
Circles (in which the petition to instruct the police to allow the 
petitioners to pray on the Temple Mount was dismissed): 

The situation is extraordinary, and I doubt whether there is a case 
akin to it in the history of our country or in the world. The situation 
is delicate and dangerous on an inter-religious basis, and the site is 
explosive. It would be foolish not to take into account the effects and 
the cost in manpower that the granting of the petitioners' petition 
would entail.179 
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On these grounds, the High Court of Justice has affirmed the 
consistent policy of all Israeli governments to prevent Jews from praying 
on the Temple Mount even though it has recognized their right to do 
so. 1 8 0 Moreover, the Government of Israel, the Jerusalem Municipality 
and the Israel Antiquities Authority have all hesitated and carefully 
deliberated over the enforcement on the Temple Mount of the Planning 
and Building Law, 1965, and Antiquities Law, 1978. The Attorney 
General was asked to formulate special instructions for the actions of the 
various authorities in enforcing the aforementioned laws on the Temple 
Mount . 1 8 1 One of the Attorney General's instructions was: "In this 
place, even the simple matter of law enforcement and investigation of a 
breach of law are outside the regular legal procedures, and we cannot 
escape recognizing — in the words of Vice-President of the Court Judge 
Zilberg —'that there are values... where considerations of pliability and 
pragmatism of e x g r a t i a are preferable to the hard and inflexible line of 
the law.'" (H.C. 222/68 24 (2) 141, 159 opposite letters b-c). 

It is difficult to reconcile the uncontested principle of the validity of 
Israeli law on the Temple Mount — including the Antiquities Law and 
Planning and Building Law —with the "pragmatic" considerations 
unavoidably stemming from the unusual status of this Jewish site. The 
relevant authorities must nevertheless aspire to uphold the law, without 
being led into actions that would ignite inter-religious and political strife 
whose outcome cannot be foretold. 

The High Court of Justice, therefore, refrained from instructing the 
Attorney General to prosecute the heads of the Muslim Waqf for 
infractions of the Planning and Building Law by their workers, while still 
recognizing that the authorities did "more than necessary to ignore" the 
infraction of these laws. 1 8 2 The High Court of Justice justified its ruling 
by saying that the antiquities suffered no irreparable harm by the actions 
of the Waqf; that it is doubtful whether some of the works require a 
building permit; and, most importantly, that the authorities "have 
pledged to exercise tight control over everything done on the Temple 
Mount and ensure the upholding of the law and the Protection of all 
antiquities present there." 1 8 3 I myself am certain, however, that the 
judgement was based also — if not mainly — on the great sensitivity of 
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the Temple Mount and on the apprehension that an order to demolish 
the works that had been done by the Muslim Waqf and to prosecute its 
leaders would "ignite inter-religious and political strife whose outcome 
cannot be foretold." 

Actually, the Israeli authorities breached their pledge to enforce "a 
close and full supervision over events on the Temple Mount" and to 
guard the antiquities on it, and the Temple Mount became an ex
territorial Palestinian enclave, where some Israeli laws are applicable in 
theory but not in practice. Until the riots over the Western Wall Tunnel 
in September 1996, the Israel Antiquities Authority informally super
vised the activities of the Muslim Waqf on the Temple Mount, with its 
cooperation. The Waqf employees would present their plans for works 
on the Mount to the Authority inspectors, and receive the Authority's 
comments about them. The Authority's inspectors were free to enter the 
Temple Mount, to note down and photograph freely and without police 
escort. However, the Israeli authorities never required works carried out 
by the Muslim Waqf to receive any sort of permit according to the 
Antiquities Law and the Planning and Building Law. But after the said 
tunnel riots, the Muslim Waqf announced the eviction of the Antiquities 
Authority from the Temple Mount as it did not recognize Israel's rule 
over it, and banned entry of the Authority's inspectors in order to fulfil 
their duty. The Netanyahu government did not contest this grave step, 
concealed it from the public and allowed the completion of work in 
Solomon's Stables and the conversion of these underground halls into 
the largest mosque ever in Palestine (4,500sq.m). This, in spite of the fact 
that the work was carried out without permits from the Antiquities 
Authority or from the local Committee for Planning and Building, and 
without any supervision by the Antiquities Authority. 

In spite of all this, the High Court of Justice dismissed the petition of 
the Temple Mount Faithful movement to direct the Mayor of Jerusalem 
and the Attorney. General's office to stop the building of the mosque, 1 8 4 

citing the sensitivity of the Temple Mount and the lack of real injury to 
the antiquities on the site (according to the report of the Antiquities 
Authority). The mosque was inaugurated in December 1996. Judge 
Gabriel Bach, who wrote the judgement, stated: "On the subject of doing 
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building and renovation work without permission in a site such as the 
Temple Mount, we have emphasized that on the one hand the authorities 
must enforce respect of the law on the part of every person and every 
institution; and on the other hand, they must act with awareness to the 
sensitivity of the area and with a proper sense of proportion." 1 8 5 

However, the High Court of Justice expressed its annoyance with the 
statement of the Director General of the Antiquities Authority that since 
September 1996, the Muslim Waqf had not permitted inspectors of the 
Antiquities Authority to enter the Temple Mount, and repeated the need 
to maintain an ongoing supervision in order to ensure respect of the 
law. 1 8 6 The High Court stated that "it is inconceivable that, through the 
creation of tension and the voicing of threats, open or concealed, proper 
supervision will not be carried out in this area. Such supervision must be 
conducted properly in spite of the sensitive background." 1 8 7 

The High Court specifically stated that the head of the department of 
petitions to the High Court at the State Attorney's office, Mr . Uzi 
Fogelman, pledged that "supervision would be continued;" and voiced 
its hope that the Muslim Waqf would "be aware of the fact that it and its 
representatives must abide also in future by the demands of the law in 
deed and in spir i 1 8 8 

Yet the supervision of the Antiquities Authority on the Temple 
Mount, terminated in September 1996, was not renewed for three and a 
half years, without notifying the public in general and the High Court of 
Justice in particular! Only in April 2000 did the Muslim Waqf respond to 
the request of the Minister for Jerusalem Affairs H . Ramon, and allowed 
the supervisors of the Antiquities Authority to enter the Temple Mount, 
albeit with almost no authority. They were not allowed to make 
any remarks to Waqf employees about their works there, to take 
photographs, or even to write. They were only allowed to observe and 
report on what they saw to the Attorney General. At the beginning of 
October 2000, after the outbreak of the al-Aqsa Intifada, the Waqf 
closed the gates of the Temple Mount to Israelis and tourists, and the 
entry of the supervisors of the Antiquities Authority was forbidden and 
has not been renewed to date (October 2001). 

The building works of the Muslim Waqf and the Islamic Movement 
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on the Temple Mount were again brought before the High Court of 
Justice in August 1999, in the wake of the Temple Mount Faithful to 
stop the renovation works in the ancient subterranean halls underneath 
the al-Aqsa Mosque. 1 8 9 These halls are called by the Muslims "the 
ancient al-Aqsa halls" (al-Aqsa al-Kadima), although they are not the 
ancient halls of the al-Aqsa Mosque. Their main entrance was from 
outside the al-Aqsa Mosque, and they never contained a mosque! They 
contain, however, the only known passageway from the Hulda Gates 
(the Double Gate) to the Temple Mount courtyard — "the double 
passageway" — that stayed intact since the Second Temple era with its 
four cupolas, two of them with most beautiful decorations and pillars 
with artistically carved capitals, all dating to about 2,000 years back. 1 9 0 

The Attorney General admitted in his reply to the petition that the said 
works were carried out without permission or supervision of the 
Antiquities Authority, but claimed that the Antiquities Authority had 
"visited" the site; also, that in August 1999 "it was agreed to continue 
supervision by Antiquities Authority employees on the Temple Mount, 
in order to prevent injury to antiquities." He attached to the petition 
three "reports of visits" of the archaeologist of the Judean Area in the 
Antiquities Authority, Zvi Greenhut. 

The truth was different: The State Attorney's office did not inform 
the High Court of Justice that the Muslim Waqf continuously (since 
September 1996) prevented the Antiquities Authority inspectors from 
entering the Temple Mount, and thus there has been no supervision by 
the Antiquities Authority on the whole Temple Mount for the past three 
years, not only in the above-mentioned halls. The archaeologist who had 
visited the site did not do any supervision work. He was selected for the 
task because he worked in the Beit Govrin area, and was not known as 
such to the Muslim Waqf. He visited the site three times: once disguised 
as a policeman, and twice when the Waqf employees were told that he is 
a plain-clothed policeman...191 It is clear, therefore, that the visits of this 
archaeologist could not be considered supervisory. Although he reported 
damage to the antiquities through the works carried out in the halls, the 
Israeli authorities did nothing to stop them. Moreover, the Attorney 
General took the position that in view of the nature of the works and the 
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special sensitivity of the Temple Mount there was no reason to instruct 
to stop them, especially since they were almost completed by then. 
Indeed, by the time the petition was heard (1.5.1999), the Waqf workers 
had completed building the mosque, and the petitioners were forced to 
withdraw their petition. Thus, in August 1999, the fourth mosque was 
inaugurated on the Temple Mount. 

The non-enforcement of the laws of Israel in the Temple Mount, and 
the lack of supervision by the Antiquities Authority over activities there, 
were culminated in the opening of the "emergency exit" of the mosque at 
Solomon's Stables in November 1999.1 conducted a careful examination 
of this affair with all the relevant authorities (the Jerusalem police, the 
Jerusalem Municipality, the Antiquities Authority and the Minister for 
Jerusalem Affairs Haim Ramon), and the following troubling picture 
emerged. 

In September or thereabouts, Prime Minister Barak responded to a 
recommendation by the Jerusalem police to allow the Muslim Waqf to 
make an emergency exit in the Solomon's Stables mosque. The only 
entrance to this enormous mosque (which can hold over 10,000 
worshipers) was only 1.5m wide. The permission stipulated that the 
works on the new exit would be supervised by the Antiquities Authority. 
But the Israeli authorities did not check the Waqf s plans for this exit, 
nor did they know its exact dimensions, place, of even the date of 
execution. Nobody informed the Antiquities Authority of its task of 
supervising in order that antiquities would not be damaged during the 
work. Thus, The Waqf employees and the Islamic Movement began 
digging this exit on 20 November 1999, without prior notification to the 
Israel authorities and without any supervision. They used bulldozers to 
dig on the northern side of the mosque a hole 15m deep over an area of 
about 2,250sq.m, and revealed two ancient exits 4m wide and about 10m 
high. The "emergency exit" turned into the main entrance to the 
mosque. More that 250 trucks moved back and forth clearing from the 
hole about 10,000sq.m of soil rich in archaeological remains from all 
periods, and dumped them as trash in the municipal garbage dump and 
in the Kidron Valley. 1 9 2 Although Jerusalem police observers reported 
this to their superiors and the report reached the Minister of Internal 
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Security, nothing was done to prevent this enormous illegal digging that 
transcended all agreements between the Israeli authorities and the 
Muslim Waqf. Only after about 36 hours, after the digging had almost 
been completed, were the Prime Minister and the Security Services 
informed of the size of the hole and the new exit. 1 9 3 Only then did the 
Prime Minister instruct that the entrance not be enlarged to further exits 
(arches). Thereupon, the Waqf workers closed the third and fourth exits 
that had already been partially dug. 1 9 4 It goes without saying that no 
Waqf employee was prosecuted for offenses against the Antiquities Law 
and the Planning and Building Law committed by the exit of this main 
entrance into the mosque, in contradiction to the agreement with the 
Israeli authorities. And none of the responsible Israeli authorities was 
prosecuted for this chain of misdeeds that enabled the Waqf to complete 
its work. 

The Temple Mount Faithful immediately filed a petition to the High 
Court of Justice, asking to stop all the above activities of digging, 
destruction and building, and to return to the former state.195 Attorney 
General Rubinstein informed the court that "the works were conducted 
unsupervised and with no archaeological follow-up. As a result of these 
works, damage was caused to antiquities in the lower levels that were 
removed by mechanical equipment." In a discussion in the government 
on the subject, Rubinstein termed the way the exit was made "a kick at 
Jewish history." 1 9 6 In spite of this, the Attorney General argued that 
because of the sensitivity of the site and in view of the evaluation by the 
Chief of the Jerusalem police, a return to the former state "would most 
probably bring about bloodshed... that will spill over from the Temple 
Mount and Jerusalem into the Judaea and Samaria and into the whole of 
Israel." 1 9 7 Therefore, it was undesirable to stop the work of exit this 
entrance or to instruct a return to the former state. 

The Mayor of Jerusalem and the Director General of the Antiquities 
Authority (also named in the petition) both informed the court that the 
works on this exit were illegal, having been carried out without a license 
or a permit from the Antiquities Authority, thus violating the Antiquities 
Law and the Planning and Building Law. The Director General of the 
Antiquities Authority defined these works to the government as "an 
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archaeological crime." Yet both agreed with the Attorney General. It 
must be noted that the position of the Mayor of Jerusalem in his reply to 
the High Court of Justice was contrary to his own former stand in a 
letter of 6.12.1999 on this matter to the Attorney General, which was 
attached to the Municipality's reply to the petition (R/6). In this letter, 
Ehud Ulmert asked Mr . Rubinstein to "ask the court for an order to 
stop all works on this site, and to return it to its former state." 

The High Court of Justice dismissed this petition also, in its 
judgement of 11 January 2000 — although it stated explicitly that the 
digging was done illegally, without asking for or receiving a permit either 
according to the Antiquities Law or to the Planning and Building Law, 
without archaeological supervision and with damage to antiquities. 
In this context, the words of Judge Zamir who wrote the leading judge
ment in H.C. 8666/99 are well worth quoting in full, in view of their 
importance: 

...although it has been ruled that the Planning and Building Law and 
The Antiquities Law apply also to the Temple Mount. Yet the 
Temple Mount is different from any other pi. It has a unique and 
special standing from the legal point of view, as well as from others. 
"The Temple Mount is not comparable to any other place," said 
Judge A . Goldberg, "and the religious and political controversy 
about the Temple Mount exceeds the bounds of other controversies 
on which the courts may give a judicial ruling. The question of how to 
deal with such transgressions of the law as this, considering their 
nature and extent, in such a sensitive place should not find its solution 
in a court of law." 1 9 9 Indeed, every ruling on this issue entails political 
considerations, and must evaluate the anticipated consequences of 
each decision and its dangers, not only by legal principles but by 
extra-legal values and interests that may affect the public safety and 
public good. Usually, the court is not a suitable or appropriate place 
for evaluating these considerations and for assuming responsibility 
for the consequences of the decision. This is the explicit role of the 
political level, primarily of the government. The division of duties 
between the different authorities in the country, and a correct 
evaluation of the authorities and responsibilities of each, usually 
require the court to let the political authority fulfil its duties — in a 
case such as this, without the intervention of the court... 
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The Temple Mount is indeed a unique place. But it is not unique as 
respect to judicial criticism of administrative decisions. There are 
cases where the court, although it has the authority, prevents itself 
from judicial control. These are primarily cases having a clear 
political nature. Indeed, even in such cases the court may, from a 
normative point of view, rule whether a political decision is permitted 
by law (and therefore legal), or forbidden by law (and therefore 
illegal); but institutionally, in such cases there exists a more suitable 
institution for decision-making than the court, according to the 
principles of democratic regime and according to its nature. These 
are, to use a popular term, institutionally non-judicable cases...200 

Judge Zamir sums up: 

Indeed, nothing prevents the court — theoretically or practically — 
from intervening in a case of illegal activity on the Temple Mount. 
But such intervention would be an exception from the norm. There 
must be a strong reason for the court to transcend the norm and to 
encroach upon the rights of the executive authority in this area. 2 0 1 

This means that in contrast with the above judgement of Judge 
Goldberg in H.C. Stables of Solomon, according to which the High 
Court of Justice is not the appropriate forum in any case for deliberating 
on the unlawful activities of the Waqf on the Temple Mount, the High 
Court this time ruled differently: in an exceptional case, when there is a 
"strong reason", the High Court will deviated from the rule and will 
intervene even in a case of infringement of Israeli law by the Muslim 
Waqf on the Temple Mount. 

On the basis of these words, the High Court of Justice found the 
decision of the authorities — not to stop the works on the exit of the 
mosque and not to act toward returning to the former state —quite 
reasonable, especially in view of the assessment of the chief of the 
Jerusalem police about the plausibility of riots if the authorities would 
act otherwise.202 The High Court emphasized that the authorities 
pledged to "maintain a follow-up on activities on the Temple Mount, to 
renew cooperation with the Muslim Waqf and to use this way also in 
order to prevent further damages on the Temple Mount ." 2 0 3 

Indeed, around April 2000, the Minister for Jerusalem Affairs Haim 
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Ramon reached a new agreement with the Muslim Waqf. For the first 
time since September 1996, the inspectors of the Antiquities Authority 
were allowed to enter the Temple Mount, but their jurisdictions were 
almost completely curtailed: their entry is allowed only with police 
escort; the Waqf is not required to present to them any plans for building 
or works or to receive their comments; they must not write, record or 
photograph, or make any comments to Waqf employees about works 
planned or being done on the Temple Mount . 2 0 4 Of course, it is 
impossible for the Antiquities Authority to maintain supervision under 
this arrangement. 

It seems that the Government of Israel has not considered the fact 
that a policy based on a constant avoidance of enforcing the laws of 
Israel on the Temple Mount encourages further breaches of the Israeli 
laws in the most important site of the Jewish people and of the State of 
Israel, in the very heart of its capital. Even the "balance formula" so 
favored by the Supreme Court cannot justify a complete and constant 
breach of Israeli law on the Temple Mount as a clear challenge by the 
Muslim Waqf and the Israeli Islamic Movement of the very legitimacy of 
Israeli rule there. 

It is true that the High Court has ruled in the past that the 
enforcement of law in the Temple Mount must be done not only 
"reasonably, in good faith, logically and seriously" as in any other 
place, but also "with extremely great caution;" 2 0 5 but the High Court of 
Justice did not rule that the authorities may totally disregard the 
enforcement of the law on the Temple Mount. Although in H.C. 
Solomon's Stables (7128/96), Jude Goldberg ruled that dealing with 
breaches of the law on the temple Mount is a political issue that should 
be placed in the sole hands of the political authorities,206 he also did not 
rule that the political authorities may constantly ignore such breaches of 
Israeli law. 

The vested rule is that the High Court of Justice will not intervene in 
decisions of the relevant authority to refrain from taking measures to 
enforce the law, unless "its decision is completely implausible or 
unreasonable."207 The government's decision not to enforce on the 
Temple Mount the Laws of Antiquity and of Planning and Building, and 
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to constantly ignore all breaches of these laws by Muslim Waqf 
employees on the Mount, was "completely implausible or unreason
able." especially in view of the government's supreme duty to maintain a 
rule of law and public order, particularly in the Holy Places. This is true 
also of the judicial policy of the High Court of Justice itself—who is the 
guardian of law enforcement by the government of Israel — that the 
court will not intervene at all in the government's policy not to enforce 
the Laws of Antiquity and of Planning and Building and to ignore 
completely repeated breaches of these laws by the Muslims on the 
Temple Mount. This policy of the Israel authorities and of the High 
Court has rendered the proclamation about the application of all Israeli 
laws on the Temple Mount 2 0 8 and the repeated demand by the High 
Court to maintain supervision there in order to ensure that the law is 
observed and to prevent damage to antiquities on the Temple Mount, 
dead letters only. 

To paraphrase Judge Zamir in H .C. 8666/99: Is the fact that Israel 
authorities refrains completely form enforcing the Laws of Antiquities 
and of Planning and Building and constantly concurs with repeated 
breaches of these laws by the Muslims on the Temple Mount and never 
bothers to stop them or prosecute the offenders, not "strong reason" 
enough so that the High Court will transcend the rule, intervene and 
instruct the authorities to prevent continuation of the illegal activities of 
the Muslims on the Temple Mount? 

How can the High Court of Justice's refraining from intervening in 
these illegal activities, including the Muslim Waqf s refusal to allow the 
Antiquities Authority's inspectors to supervise activities on the Temple 
Mount, conform with the statement by the Court itself in H .C . 
Solomon's Stables, that "Such a state is unconceivable whereby, due 
to tension created and threats issued, whether overt or covert, efficient 
supervision will be prevented in this area. Such supervision must con
tinue regularly in spite of the sensitive background of the area" 2 0 9 

In other words, the decision of the Government of Israel to concur 
with the expulsion of the Antiquities Authority inspectors from the 
Temple Mount over a period of three and a half years, and with their 
return with almost no jurisdiction,cannot be reconciled with the above 
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High Court ruling, and may be viewed as "totally implausible and 
unreasonable." Accordingly, the High Court's refraining from interven
ing in the severe outcomes of such a decision, especially in view of its 
own repeated demands for strict supervision on the Temple Mount (the 
government's pledge do so was one of the main reasons for dismissing 
the petition in H.C. 4185/90), is not right and cannot be reconciled with 
the High Court's own ruling. 

Moreover, the vested rule is that the government's duty to maintain 
public order, especially in the Holy Places, is a supreme duty, 2 1 0 

overriding any other duty. 2 1 1 Accordingly, the High Court regarded 
ensuring the fulfillment of this duty as a supreme cause for its inter
vention in conflicts associated with Holy Places even when these 
themselves were not under its jurisdiction, including conflicts about the 
right of prayer on the Temple Mount, even during the time when the 
vested rule (of H.C. National Circles) was in order, that the High Court 
has no jurisdiction to adjudicate in conflicts over the right of prayer in 
the Holy Places. 2 1 2 The government's policy not to enforce certain laws 
on the Temple Mount, and the High Court's refraining on principle from 
intervention in this policy and in the illegal Muslim actions on the 
Temple Mount, do not conform with the supreme duty of the authorities 
to maintain public order especially in the Holy Places and on the Temple 
Mount, and with the supreme duty of the High Court of Justice to 
supervise the fulfillment of this duty by the Government of Israel. 

Citing the basic principles of the rule of law and equality before the 
law, the High Court of Justice denied the approach according to 
which — in view of the King's Order in Council on the Holy Places, 1924, 
section 2 —it has no jurisdiction to adjudicate on criminal offenses 
connected to the Holy Places, and stated that maintaining public order 
entails recognition of the jurisdiction of the courts over such criminal 
offenses also. 2 1 3 President of the Supreme Court Shamgar's words about 
the severity of the illegal building (App 1/84) may be mentioned here: 
"Illegal building is not only a phenomenon that undermines the proper 
planning of building, but its outcomes are far-reaching: it is one of the 
blatant phenomena that hinder the enforcement of the law. Whoever 
takes the law into his own hands is clearly hindering the enforcement of 
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the law..." A l l the more so when it comes to illegal building on the 
Temple Mount, which is also, "an antique site used for worship of 
dedicated to a religious purpose," 2 1 5 in which each action (including 
building) requires a permit of a special Ministers' Committee. 2 1 6 

In addition, Jews who dare to transgress the law even slightly on the 
Temple Mount are immediately prosecuted according to the criminal law 
(and justly so) — including members of the organization Chai Vekayyam 
headed by Yehuda Etzion, who often transgress the restrictions placed 
by the police on prayers by Jews on the Temple Mount or even on their 
entering it. This enforcement cannot be reconciled with the principle of 
equality before the law — a basic principle in any democracy — when the 
Muslims are preferred through the "immunity" accorded to them by the 
authorities, who ignore their offenses on the Temple Mount and refrain 
from prosecuting them for these offenses. 

Lastly, the High Court of Justice has recently revoked the vested rule 
about its own non-judiciability on the right of prayer in the Holy 
Places, 2 1 7 according to which all petitions about the right of Jews to pray 
on the Temple Mount were dismissed. Henceforth, the courts have 
jurisdiction to handle this right also, in spite of the enormous sensitivity 
of the Temple Mount in general and the realization of this right in 
particular in view of the severe Muslim opposition. How may we 
reconcile the courage of the High Court to give back to the courts 
jurisdiction over Jewish right of prayer on the Temple Mount — a most 
sensitive religious and political matter, although the realization of a 
recognized right - with its refusal to intervene in the repeated breaches of 
Israeli law on the Temple Mount by the Muslims? 
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Limitations on the Jurisdiction of the Courts over Conflicts 
about Holy Places 

Section 2 of the King's Order in Council on the Holy Places states that 
the courts do not have the jurisdiction over "any cause or matter 
connected to the Holy Places." However, because of the importance of 
basic principles of democratic government, such as the rule of law, court 
supervision over the execution of the law by the executive branch, and 
the importance of upholding law and order — the court did not accept 
verbatim the provision in Section 2 above, and did not easily relinquish 
its jurisdiction over matters connected to the Holy Places. This attitude 
was also based on the accepted rule "that one may not deny the court's 
jurisdiction, and that of two possible interpretations, one must choose 
the one that upholds jurisdiction and does not deny i t . " 2 1 8 

First of all, when a litigant denies the jurisdiction of the court on a 
matter connected to a Holy Place, the court must rule on two questions 
in order to decide on this issue: (1) Is the object of the conflict a Holy 
Place? (2) Is the conflict connected to this place? 

The first question requires a thorough examination of the meaning of 
the term Holy Place. 2 1 9 The second question requires an examination of 
the type of relation between the conflict and the place. It seems to me 
that the conflict must be directly connected to the holiness of the 
particular Holy Place, i.e. were it not holy, the conflict would not have 
arisen. One such example is a conflict between two religious sects over 
rights of worship in a Holy Place. In contrast, a conflict between a 
Christian sect and a tenant in a monastery adjacent to a church, or 
between an owner and the tenants of a synagogue about the rent, etc., 
are not matters directly connected to the holiness of the place at hand 
and could have arisen if the place were not holy. 2 2 0 

The issue of the necessary relation between the issue and the Holy 
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Place has arisen with regard to the court's jurisdiction in criminal 
matters connected with Holy Places, in view of the sweeping above-
mentioned instruction of the King's Order in Council concerning the 
court's lack of jurisdiction in all matters connected to the Holy Places. 

In H .C . National Circles, Judge Berenson ruled that Section 2 (of the 
aforementioned King's Order in Council) does not cover criminal acts 
committed in Holy Places, 

as long as they are not directly connected to the holiness of these 
places. A person emptying a collection box in a synagogue or 
attacking worshipers in a synagogue — should he be vindicated 
because the deed was perpetrated in a religious structure although it 
had no relation to the holiness of the place? The thieves of the Golden 
Crown from the Holy Sepulchre were recently prosecuted and 
sentenced by the court, none claiming — or able to claim — that they 
should not be sentenced by virtue of the King's Order in Council. 2 2 1 

Judge Witkon, however, in his written opinion on this case, said that 
the wording of the King's Order in Council in Section 2 prohibiting the 
jurisdiction of the courts on matters connected to Holy Places is so 
sweeping that even a criminal case against an offender disrupting order, 
destroying property or stealing from a synagogue or church falls within 
this prohibition. A "relation" to the Holy Place, sometimes even a strong 
relation, exists even in such a case. Such was the case of Crim. App.101/ 
68 Brown vs. the State of Israel... "Even if one claims that the offense 
was perpetrated not because of the holiness of the place but simply out of 
criminal motives, there has still been the case of Rohan (who set fire to 
the al-Aqsa Mosque), and one day there may be an iconoclast who will 
destroy holy vessels for religious reasons."2 2 2 

The fact is, however, that we do not know of a case in which the indict
ment of an offender was prevented because the offense was "directly" 
connected to the holiness of the place in which was committed. Such was 
Crim. App. 51/76, in which a group of Betar members were brought 
before the Jerusalem District Court for praying on the Temple Mount on 
Jerusalem Day and behaving in an inappropriate way in a public place. 
The court convicted them on the grounds that they might have caused 
"disruption of the peace" in a public place in violation of Section 
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193(1 )(d) of the Criminal Law [today par. 216 (a) (4) of the Penal 
Law]. 2 2 3 This, in spite of the fact that their prayer was undoubtedly 
"related" to the holiness of the place. 

The issue arose again in the case of the Jewish Underground. 2 2 4 The 
underground members were prosecuted, among other things, for a 
conspiracy to commit a crime: placing explosive material in the Dome of 
the Rock with the intent of destroying it (a criminal offense according to 
Section 499(1) of the Penal Law). The defendants claimed that the 
Jerusalem District Court had no jurisdiction over the offense, due to 
Section 2 of the King's Order in Council, 1924. The District Court 
(Judge Y . Bazak) dismissed this claim, saying: 

It seems to me that for this offense, we have to adopt Judge Agranat's 
interpretation... If we deny the authority of the police and the courts 
in such events — the destruction by explosion of a large structure in a 
Holy Place — a state of anarchy devoid of any justice will ensue, and 
it is not feasible that this was the intent of the lawmaker. President of 
the Court Agranat stated: "The King's Order in Council cannot deny 
the courts the jurisdiction of offenses intended to disrupt public order 
in the various religious Holy Places'."225 

The most important and comprehensive judgement on this issue was 
given by the then Judge Barak, in H . C . 267/88 — Harav Shlomo Goren 
et al. vs. the Local Court et a l . 2 2 6 Former Chief Rabbi Goren was 
indicted for the illegal building of a structure commemorating the 
Holocaust on the roof of his Yeshiva building near the Western Wall. 
Rabbi Goren denied the court's jurisdiction, citing Section 2 of the 
aforementioned King's Order in Council. After the court dismissed his 
case, he petitioned the High Court of Justice against the lower court. The 
High Court of Justice dismissed the petition. Judge Barak, who wrote the 
judgement, adopted the ruling of the lower court Judge A . Procaccia, 
who had based her own judgement on the historic background of the 
King's Order in Council: 

The intention of Section 2 of the King's Order in Council was and still 
is to deny the courts jurisdiction on matters that are non-justiciable 
due to their religious-moral value and political-international content. 
This refers largely and broadly to adjudicating on rights and claims in 
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relation to the Holy Places as they refer to the various religious 
groups in this country.2 2 7 

Moreover, Judge Procaccia added that along with the wish to uphold 
existing rights in the Holy Places, the King's Order in Council aims to 
uphold public order in the Holy Places. In order to enforce this aim, the 
court has jurisdiction in matters of criminal charges about injury to Holy 
Places, as long as they are not directly connected to the holiness of the 
Holy Places. She ruled in this case that a religious motive to commit a 
criminal act does create the relation to a Holy Place, which can deny the 
court jurisdiction to enforce the law. She stated: "The court has 
jurisdiction over any criminal act committed in a Holy Place even if its 
motive was religious, except for a case in which the jurisdiction and 
judgement entail a decision on the very questions denoted by Section 2 as 
non-justiciable — questions of rights and claims in Holy Places." 
Adopting this approach to the petition before her, the Judge ruled that 
adjudication in this matter did not entail judicial decisions on rights and 
claims in a Holy Place. She therefore dismissed the claim of lack of 
material jurisdiction presented to her. 2 2 8 

Judge Barak elaborated on the rationale of the correct judgement of 
the magistrate's court, saying: 

If a murder were committed in a Holy Place, or an object belonging 
to a Holy Place were stolen — is the court authorized to adjudicate 
these cases? Linguistically, even criminal cases such as these are 
"related" to Holy Places; but we are looking for the legal interpre
tation, not the linguistic one. The legal interpretation ascribes to the 
letter of the law the meaning needed to realize its aim. Keeping the 
aim of the law in mind, it is clear that the jurisdiction of the criminal 
courts is not to be denied solely on the basis of a spatial relation. We 
have seen that the aim of the King's Order in Council of 1924 was to 
deny the court the jurisdiction on substantial rights and claims con
nected to Holy Places. A criminal case dealing with an offense whose 
only relation to a Holy Place is a spatial one does not entail a ruling 
on substantial rights and claims connected to holy places. Moreover, 
the aim of the King's Order in Council of 1924 was to ensure that 
order and good behavior would be upheld in the Holy Places. 
Refusing the courts jurisdiction would seriously undermine this aim..: 
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Therefore, an offense committed in a Holy Place is not sufficient in 
itself to establish the necessary relation between the penal law and the 
Holy Place in such a way as to deny the criminal court judicial 
jurisdiction.229 

However, in criminal cases where the offense is directly connected to 
the holiness of the place in which it was committed, is judicial juris
diction of the courts to be denied? Judge Barak answers this question 
thus: 

A religious motive for the perpetration of a crime in a Holy Place is 
not in itself sufficient to create the necessary relation between the 
penal law and the sanctity of the place. The reason lies — as in the 
case of "spatial relation" — in the aim of the King's Order in Council 
of 1924. In order to achieve this aim, we cannot deny jurisdiction in 
cases of criminal offenses perpetrated from a religious motive. 
Religious motive in itself does not bring about a ruling on rights or 
claims connected to Holy Places. On the contrary: denial of such 
jurisdiction would interfere from the duty of the State to ensure 
public order in the Holy Places, which is one of the objects of the 
King's Order in Council of 1924.230 

Yet we shouldn't conclude that criminal offenses in Holy Places are 
always within the jurisdiction of the courts without limit, as may be 
supposed from the above. H .C . Harav Goren set a new ruling on this 
issue also: 

In principle, there may be cases in which, while ruling on the criminal 
matter, it will be necessary to rule upon these rights and demands. 
Take a case where someone enters a Holy Place and is prosecuted for 
criminal trespassing (an offense according to section 447(a) of the 
Penal Law). He claims in his defense that he is the possessor of the 
Holy Place and therefore he is not liable to such an offense. If the 
ruling about his criminal liability will require a ruling about the 
question who is the possessor of the Holy Place, and if this question is 
truly controversial, then the criminal courts in Israel will not have 
jurisdiction in this case. We must not allow the courts to make a 
ruling in a conflict about the possession of a Holy Place by way of a 
criminal procedure, when the very raling would not be under the 
jurisdiction of the courts if a civilian procedure were followed.231 [my 
emphasis] 
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In summary, Judge Barak (his title at the time) states: "Indeed, the 
perpetration of an offense in a Holy Place due to a religious motive 
connected to the holiness of the place is not sufficient to deny the 
criminal courts the jurisdiction in this case according to Section 2 of the 
King's Order in Council of 1924."2 3 2 Yet, if the judgement in such a case 
necessitates a ruling on the substantial rights in the Holy Place in which 
the offense was committed, the court has no jurisdiction to rule in this 
matter. 2 3 3 The same goes for civil cases: the court has no jurisdiction to 
rule in cases that entail a ruling on the substantial rights in the Holy 
Place to which the conflict relates.234 

In other words: It does not suffice that the place in conflict is holy, 
and that the conflict is indeed to its holiness, in order to exclude the 
conflict from the jurisdiction of the court. Only when the court must rule 
on the substantial rights over the place itself in order to rule on the 
conflict before it the court has no jurisdiction to adjudicate the conflict 
before it. 

To sum up: When it is claimed that the court has no jurisdiction to 
rule on a conflict placed before it because it is "connected to a holy 
place," the court must rule upon it stepwise, according to the answers to 
the following prior questions: 

1. Is the place under conflict a Holy Place? 
If the answer is negative —the court must not rule on any 
prior question, and it has full jurisdiction to adjudicate in this 
conflict. 

2. If the answer is positive —the court must rule on an additional 
question: is the conflict connected to the holiness of the place? 
a. If the answer is negative — the court has jurisdiction to adjudicate 

in this matter, unless it needs to decide for its ruling about 
substantial rights over the place. 

b. If the answer is positive — the court has the right to adjudicate in 
this matter, unless it needs to decide for its ruling about 
substantial rights over the place, in which case it has no 
jurisdiction to adjudicate in this conflict, pending the answer to 
the following question: 
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3. Is the object of the conflict dealt with in The Preservation of the 
Holy Places Law, 1967? 
a. If the answer is negative — the court will act according to section 

2 above. 
b. If the answer is positive, and the court does not need to rule on 

substantial rights over the place, the court has full right to 
adjudicate. 

c. If the answer is positive, but the court must rule about substantial 
rights over the place, then according to the present judicial status, 
and since the Preservation of the Holy Places Law takes 
precedence over the King's Order in Council and they have a 
different historical background, then the court has jurisdiction to 
adjudicate in the matter (see below). 

As previously mentioned, it is a vested ruling that all matters 
dealt with in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, criminal and 
civilian alike, are within the jurisdiction of the courts. However, all 
other matters not mentioned in this law are not within their 
jurisdiction. 2 3 5 The High Court of Justice has ruled that such matters 
must be dealt with by the executive authority. The issue of the Holy 
Places has a long history, and is a complicated and compounded issue 
with international religious and political ramifications. Therefore, the 
right approach to the solution of conflicts about religious places that do 
not fall under the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, should be 
governmental non-judicial treatment.236 The High Court of Justice also 
ruled that the legislation of Basic Law: Jerusalem, 1980, did not change 
this ruling. 2 3 7 

Another question arises against this background, and in view of the 
ruling established in H .C . Harav Goren: Does the court have the 
jurisdiction to adjudicate on issues mentioned in the Preservation of the 
Holy Places Law, even in such cases where its ruling entails decisions on 
the substantial rights in a given Holy Place — such as a conflict between 
members of two religions struggling about the right of access (mentioned 
in this law) in the same place? 

In H.C. Harav Goren, the President of the Supreme Court dealt only 
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with the question of the jurisdiction of the court to deal with conflicts 
connected to Holy Places, in view of section 2 of the King's Order in 
Council about the Holy Places that prevents the courts from dealing with 
such cases. President Barak limited this injunction only to conflicts 
whose clarification also entails a ruling on substantial rights in a Holy 
Place. This question is not mentioned at all in that particular judgement 
of the High Court of Justice. 

As previously mentioned, it is a vested ruling that in issues mentioned 
in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, this law has revoked the 
King's Order in Council, and the courts have full jurisdiction to 
adjudicate on them. It will therefore be difficult to return to the historical 
background of the King's Order, which has been partially revoked, in 
order to remove from the jurisdiction of the courts conflicts about issues 
mentioned in this law, even in cases whose clarification also entails a 
ruling on substantial rights in a Holy Place. The nature of such conflicts 
about rights in Holy Places and their religious and political implications 
requires also to exclude conflicts about issues mentioned in the above 
law from the jurisdiction of the courts, for the same reasons listed in 
H.C. Harav Goren. But this time, this seems to me impossible to do by 
means of interpretation only. The intervention of the legislator is 
required by an explicit amendment on this issue in the Preservation of 
the Holy Places Law. 

Following the leading case in H.C . National Circles, the High Court 
of Justice dismissed all petitions in which it was asked to instruct the 
authorities to allow Jews to realize in practice their right to pray on the 
Temple Mount. This was done firstly because of lack of jurisdiction. 
Another major reason was the great sensitivity of the site, both 
religiously and politically, as well as the disturbance of public order 
that might be caused by Muslims if Jewish prayer were allowed on the 
Temple Mount . 2 3 8 

In the leading judgement of H.C. National Circles, the High Court of 
Justice already ruled that the King's Order in Council concerning the 
Holy Places does not deny jurisdiction in matters of upholding public 
order and in criminal cases, even when these are connected to holy 
places: 
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Section 2 should be interpreted in a way that allows the authorities to 
carry out their duty to uphold public order and orderly behavior in 
Holy Places... In other words, the duty of the authorities to uphold 
public order anywhere under their jurisdiction, including the Holy 
Places, must take precedence over other duties, these matters needing, 
in the proper cases, the assistance of the courts."239 

On the basis of this duty, the High Court of Justice has intervened 
and adjudicated in cases directly connected to Holy Places, such as the 
historic conflict between two Christian sects (Coptic and Ethiopian) over 
the right to two chapels adjacent to the Holy Sepulchre and leading to 
i t . 2 4 0 The Court ruled that " in the case of a crime of forced entry 
(invasion) to a Holy Place, the court will act to uphold public order and 
to protect the actual possession of the party in possession of the place 
before the invasion..." 2 4 1 In light of its duty to uphold public order, the 
High Court of Justice also ruled on conflicts concerning the right of 
individual prayer of Jews on the Temple Mount; 2 4 2 the right to public 
prayer of Jews near one of the gates to the Temple Mount , 2 4 3 and the 
prayer arrangements at the Western W a l l . 2 4 4 

It should be emphasized that in the light of this duty, regular courts 
also have jurisdiction to intervene in conflicts connected to the Holy 
Places, such as a fresh invasion of a Holy Place. Thus, in the Hirbawi 
case that recently engaged the Israeli authorities,245 the Jerusalem 
Magistrate's Court ruled that it has jurisdiction to issue a temporary 
injunction prohibiting Coptic Church members from entering the 
basement over which the rights were contested, in order to freeze the 
status q u o until the conflict would be resolved. This decision was made in 
spite of the Coptic Church's claim that the basement was a Holy 
Place. 2 4 6 

On the other hand, one of the two main reasons for the dismissal of 
all petitions to realize Jewish right of worship on the Temple Mount (in 
addition to lack of jurisdiction of the courts in conflicts connected to 
Holy Places) was the fear that the granting of remedy to the petitioners 
would in itself cause a disturbance of the peace.247 

What, therefore, is the relative weight of the right of free worship (or 
any other right), or the duty of the authorities to assist in the realization 
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of such a right, against their duty to uphold peace and public order? 
Section 83 of the King's Order in Council 1922-1947 (valid to date) 

states that upholding freedom of worship is sto upholding public order 
and morals. The leading case in this matter is H.C. 292/83,2 4 8 in which 
the High Court of Justice dealt with the petition of the Temple Mount 
Faithful movement to instruct the Jerusalem district police to allow them 
to pray on Jerusalem Day (11.5.1983) at the Mughrabi Gate, the western 
gate to the Temple Mount. The judgement states that the realization of 
the right of worship, like other rights, is not absolute but restricted — 

as necessary and required for the upholding of public safety and 
public order... The police must take all reasonable measures at their 
disposal to prevent disruption of public safety, without infringement 
of the freedom of conscience, faith and worship. Therefore, if there is 
risk of violence on the part of a hostile public against the worshipers, 
the police must act against the violence and not against the 
worshipers. But if reasonable action by the police cannot, by its very 
limitations, actually prevent the disruption of public safety, there is 
no choice but to limit the freedom of conscience and religion as far as 
needed for upholding public safely.249 

The principle established was that freedom of worship, like other 
rights, "must give way to considerations of public safety only when the 
risk of disruption of public safety is a 'near certainty'." 2 5 0 Applying these 
principles to the particular case in point, the High Court of Justice 
accepted the petition of the Temple Mount Faithful movement and 
instructed the chief of the Jerusalem police to allow them to pray at the 
Mughrabi Gate on Jerusalem Day. The Court made it clear, however, 
that the petitioners have no "vested right to pray at the Mughrabi Gate 
under all circumstances and at any price. They may pray there only as 
long as their prayer does not constitute a 'near certain' danger of 
disruption of public safety."2 5 1 

In the beginning of October 2000, the Muslim Waqf closed the gates 
of the Temple Mount to Jews and tourists, and since then Jews cannot 
realize their right of access to their most Holy Place, in the heart of their 
capital, Jerusalem. A n examination of the political wisdom of the 
concurrence of Israel authorities with this state is beyond the scope of 
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this study. But the High Court of Justice dismissed four petitions against 
the Jerusalem police, asking to instruct it to "enable free and secured 
access to members of the Jewish people who wish... to enter the Temple 
Mount.. ." 2 5 2 The High Court of Justice accepted as reasonable the view 
of the police, that "there is a high degree of certainty that a positive 
response to the petition may cause severe disturbance of the public 
safety,"253 and dismissed all four petitions. 2 5 4 

In conclusion: the "balance formula" between freedom of worship 
and "public safety" and "public order" is embodied in the test of "near 
certainty:" When there is "near certainty" that the actualization of the 
freedom of worship will substantially harm public order, freedom of 
worship will be restricted "as demanded and essential for the protection 
of public safety and public order." 2 5 5 
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The Temple Mount, the Western Wall and the Status Quo 
Arrangements in the Holy Places 

In the middle of the 19 century, the Turkish Sultan established the 
rights of the various Christian denominations in the four most Holy 
Places to Christianity, in special firmans (edicts). These firmans, along 
with agreements about three additional Holy Places that were defined by 
the Christians by the end of the 19 t h century, made up the arrangement 
known as "the Ottoman S t a t u s Q u o arrangement in the Holy Places." It 
relates to seven Christian holy places only (in Jerusalem: the Holy 
Sepulchre, the Sultan monastery on the roof of the Church of St. Helena 
in the Holy Sepulchre, the Church of Maria's Tomb and the Church of 
the Ascension; in Bethlehem: The Church of the Nativity, the Mi lk 
Grotto and the Shepherds' Field), and determines the rights of the 
various Christian denominations in their different parts. 2 5 6 

This arrangement was recognized by the European powers, and 
gained an international recognition in the Paris Agreement, signed on 
30.3.1856 at the end of the Crimean War between Turkey and its 
European allies and Russia, and in the Berlin Agreement singed on 
13.7.1878 by the European Powers (Russia, Britain, Austria, Germany, 
France and Italy) with Turkey. This s t a t u s q u o arrangement was 
extended by the British mandatory government and was applied also to 
the Western Wall and to Rachel's Tomb. 2 5 7 The Temple Mount itself 
remained outside the s t a t u s quo arrangement, under sole Muslim rule. 
The ban on the entrance of non-Muslims to the Temple Mount was 
enforced until June 1967. 

The s t a t u s quo arrangement was recognized by all the rulers of 
Palestine since the Turkish rule: Great Britain as a mandatory power, 
Jordan, and Israel. The governments decided according to this 
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arrangement in conflicts between the various Christian denominations 
about the sites included in it, from the Ottoman period to our day. Israel 
also deals with matters and conflicts of the Christian denominations 
according to the Ottoman S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement. In his first meeting 
with the heads of the Christian denominations in East Jerusalem in June 
1967, immediately after the liberation of East Jerusalem, the Prime 
Minister of Israel pledged to honor this arrangement. Moreover, on 30 
December 1993, representatives of the Vatican and Israel signed a Basic 
Agreement, according to which the Vatican officially recognized the 
State of Israel for the first time. 2 5 8 In Article 4, Section 1, of this 
agreement, Israel reaffirmed its pledge "to maintain and respect the 
s t a t u s q u o in the Holy Places to which it applies and the respective rights 
of the Christian communities thereunder." A secret and detailed 
memorandum — "The S t a t u s Q u o in the Holy Places, 1929" — was 
drawn up by the Mandatory Jerusalem District Officer, L . G . A . Cust, 
and serves to this day as a guide to this arrangement. The memorandum 
has been accepted by Israeli courts as admissible evidence to prove rights 
over Holy Places according to the S t a t u s Quo Arrangement.2 5 9 The 
arrangement was also recognized by Israeli law as a binding legal 
document. 2 6 0 In a report dated December 1930, written by an 
international Commission appointed by the British Government to 
determine the rights of Jews and Muslims to the Western Wall, the s t a t u s 
q u o was defined as a "deeply-rooted custom" or as "ancient usage."2 6 1 

These two legal terms are also familiar in Israeli law. 2 6 2 One may 
categorize the rights included in the s t a t u s q u o arrangement as 
"easements" — a term also familiar in our law. 2 6 3 I believe that these 
are proprietary rights sui g e n e r i s . 2 6 4 

Israel has not recognized the Mandatory S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement, 
which included in the Ottoman arrangement the Western Wall as defined 
by the King's Order in Council (the Western Wall) and Rachel's Tomb. 
Although it has never explicitly stated this, Israel has avoided pledging 
publicly to uphold the s t a t u s q u o in the Jewish and Muslim Holy Places 
as it does in Christian Holy Places. Moreover, Israel has, in effect, 
revoked the Mandatory s t a t u s q u o arrangement on the prayer site at the 
Western Wall, when the Knesset revoked the King's Order in Council 
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that imposed demeaning restrictions on Jewish prayer arrangements at 
the Western Wall during Mandatory rule." 2 6 5 Similarly, Israel would not 
accept the reality established by the Muslims in forbidding the entrance 
of Jews to the Temple Mount and to the Tomb of the Patriarchs. In 
order to demonstrate its new and egalitarian policy towards all religions 
and all Holy Places, Israel legislated the Preservation of the Holy Places 
Law, 1967, on the same day on which it enforced Israeli law in East 
Jerusalem. This law established the principle of free access to members of 
all religions to their Holy Places and abolished once and for all the 
historic discrimination against Jews in this matter. 

Israel pledged to uphold the Ottoman S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement in the 
Christian Holy Places. Unlike the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, 
this arrangement is not egalitarian. It gives clear priority of rights over 
the Holy Places to the three large Christian denominations and mostly to 
the Greek-Orthodox community. There may, of course, be contra
dictions between the provisions in the Preservation of the Holy Places 
Law, which gives equal access to the Holy Places to all communities, and 
the Ottoman Status Quo Arrangement, which restricts fraccess, making 
three small Christian communities (Copts, Ethiopians and Syrian 
Jacobites) dependent on the good will of the three large denominations 
(Greek-Orthodox, Armenian and Catholic). A l l other communities have 
no rights whatsoever at the important Holy Places and cannot enjoy the 
same free access that is available to the other denominations. The Israeli 
courts have not yet had to decide between the S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement 
and the Preservation of the Holy Places Law. No Christian denomina
tion has yet asked to change the S t a t u s Quo arrangement or to be 
accorded rights not given to it by this arrangement by basing its claim on 
the Preservation of the Holy Places Law. 

Aside from the Ottoman S t a t u s Quo (which deals with only seven 
Christian Holy Places), and the Mandatory s t a t u s q u o (which adds to the 
Ottoman Arrangement the Western Wall and Rachel's Tomb), a general 
s t a t u s quo has been crystallized over the years concerning the general 
rights of all religious communities in all the Holy Places in Israel. Such 
rights enjoy the same status as the rights accorded by the Ottoman or the 
Mandatory S t a t u s Q u o Arrangement and are recognized by the State of 
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Israel and its courts, subject to the restoration of the rights of the Jews in 
their Holy Places and the equalization of their rights in the Holy Places 
common to them and to the Muslims (besides the Temple Mount), as 
mentioned above. 2 6 6 Moreover, in his judgement in the Western Wall 
Women case (H.C. Hoffman), Vice President of the Supreme Court M . 
Elon emphasized the importance of upholding the s t a t u s q u o in all the 
Holy Places. He stated explicitly that, 

upholding the status quo is the only way to ensure peace, calm and 
good public behavior —so important in places imbued with 
holiness... The principle of upholding the status quo is evident in 
general judicial principles that we adhere to in related contexts. Such 
is the principle according to which the freedom of worship is not 
absolute but must retreat when there is a "near certainty" of 
disruption of public order. It seems that this judicial principle is only 
a different manifestation — one suitable to the Holy Places — of the 
status quo principle.2 6 7 

Moreover, " in view of past experience, which was discussed at length, 
there exists in the Holy Places an evidential presumption, according to 
which any deviation from the s t a t u s q u o may lead to the disruption of 
public order." 2 6 8 Thus, upholding the s t a t u s quo in the Holy Places is 
part of the supreme duty of the authorities in keeping public order. 

The s t a t u s quo on the Western Wall has received statutory recognition 
according to the Halacha (Jewish Law): in order to protect the s t a t u s quo 
in this Holy Place v i s - a - v i s attempts by Reform women to change it by 
praying in their own way, reading from the Torah and blowing the horn, 
a special provision was added to the Regulation for the Preservation of 
Holy Places of the Jews, 1981. 2 6 9 It forbids any religious service at the 
Wall "not according to local custom, which may hurt the feelings of the 
worshipers toward the place." Vice-President of the Supreme Court M . 
Elon wrote in H .C . Hoffman: "This regulation expresses the principle of 
upholding the s t a t u s quo; 'local custom' and s t a t u s q u o are one and the 
same." 2 7 0 

We have already noted that the Israeli authorities did not accept the 
s t a t u s q u o in places holy to both Muslims and Jews, and deviated from it 
explicitly in order to do away with the historic discrimination against 
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Jewish rights in their Holy Places. Thus, the ban on the entry of Jews to 
the Temple Mount and the Tomb of the Patriarchs was repealed. The 
judicial Mandatory restrictions on the right of worship of Jews at the 
Western Wall, listed in the King's Order in Council on the Western Wall, 
were repealed in the Law of Repeal of Obsolete Laws, 1984. After the 
1967 War, the Western Wall became a central prayer site for Jews only, 
as well as a national site (in which festive prayers, convocations, and 
military swearing-in ceremonies take place). In the Regulations for 
Protection of the Holy Places, 1981, the Wall was declared, officially and 
statutorily, a Holy Place for the Jews. 

Moreover, as mentioned above, the Government of Israel expro
priated in June 1967 all the area of the Mughrabi Quarter, the poor 
living quarter that the Arabs built close to the Western Wall, as well as 
the prayer area up to the Western Wall itself. The Wall itself was not 
expropriated, apart from a strip l m wide and 155m long at its base 
(along the praying square of today and the area of the archaeological 
excavations). Following the requisition, the Government of Israel 
destroyed the Mughrabi Quarter and, instead of the small praying 
square (28m x 3.5m), a square 60m long and 40m wide was created there. 
The level of the square was lowered by 2.5m, so that the wall in front of 
the prayer area rose to a height of 18m The square today has an area of 
20,000sq.m271 Nevertheless, the issue of the ownership of the Western 
Wall remains open. Although Israel refrained from expropriating the 
Wall itself except for the strip at its base, it has never recognized the 
ownership of the Muslim Waqf of the remainder of the Western Wall 
and the Wall, like the Temple Mount, are not registered in the Land 
Registry Office. Moreover, Israel has repealed — by means of the Law of 
Repeal Obsolete Laws, 1984 —the King's Order in Council on the 
Western Wall, which had recognized the ownership of the Muslim Waqf 
of the Western Wall as part of the Haram-al-Sharif. 

On the other hand, all Israeli governments have strictly upheld the 
policy of forbidding Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount for fear of 
Muslim reaction. As noted above, the High Court of Justice affirmed 
this policy. In addition, Israel has left the administration and 
maintenance of the Temple Mount in the sole hands of the Muslim 
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Waqf, as was done in the past. Concerning places that are holy only to 
Islam, Israel has kept the s t a t u s q u o and allowed their administration by 
the Muslim Waqf. In spite of the enforcement of Israeli law on East 
Jerusalem, Israel has not detracted from the status of the Muslim Waqf 
or of any other Muslim institution there.2 7 2 

Thus, despite the enforcement in Jerusalem of the Absentee's 
Property (Amendment No . 3) (Release and Use of Endowment 
Property) Law, 1965, Israel has refrained from declaring Muslim Waqf 
assets in East Jerusalem as absentees' property and transferring them to 
the Government Custodian of Absentee Property, as it does in West 
Jerusalem. Also, no Board of Trustees for the administration of public 
Waqf assets was set up in East Jerusalem, as was done in other cities in 
Israel with a sizable Muslim population. The Israeli lawmaker stated 
explicitly that the Absentee's Property Law, 1950 would not be applied 
to the Holy Places in Jerusalem.2 7 3 The maintenance of the Islamic Holy 
Places in Jerusalem (all of them Waqf property) and of other Waqf assets 
was left to the Muslim Waqf . This body acts, as it did in the past, 
according to Jordanian law, and is subject both administratively and 
financially to the Jordanian Waqf Ministry, which appoints its employ
ees and pays their salaries. 2 7 4 The Supreme Muslim Council also 
supervises its actions. Family Waqf assets are administered by private 
caretakers under the supervision of the Shari'ah Court in East Jerusalem 
in accordance to Jordanian law. Moreover, a study published recently 
about the Jerusalem Waqf shows that the Waqf has enjoyed a 
rejuvenation under Israeli rule and "serves the Arab population as one 
of the alternatives to governmental institutions... and as a means of 
preserving the Islamic character of Jerusalem..."2 7 5 Indeed, the Muslims 
in the administered territories and in East Jerusalem enjoy today almost 
full autonomy in their religious life in general and in the internal 
administration of their Holy Places in particular. 

When Prime Minister Netanyahu instructed the exit of the northern 
entrance to the Western Wall Tunnel (23.9.1996), the Muslims objected 
loudly. They claimed that this is, among other things, an infringement of 
the s t a t u s q u o on the Temple Mount — the s t a t u s quo having been for 
many years aoperative framework. Israel dismissed their objections, 
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mainly on the grounds that the Wall tunnels — especially their northern 
entrance — are outside the Temple Mount area. On the other hand, it 
became known in 1996 that the Muslim Waqf is carrying out work to 
turn the Solomon's Stables into an enormous mosque encompassing an 
area of 4,500sq.m. This is a blatant violation of the s t a t u s q u o 
arrangement on the Temple Mount. However, the Israeli authorities 
did not take any steps about this, in order to avoid renewed violence. In 
view of the above, the Chai Vekayyam group petitioned the High Court 
of Justice to instruct the closing of this mosque. One of the main claims 
of their counsel, N . Wertzberger, in the course of the hearing on 
13.10.1996 was that the works of the Waqf in Solomon's Stables violate 
the s t a t u s quo on the Temple Mount in a substantial manner through the 
Muslim appropriation of 4.5 dunams of the area of the Temple Mount, 
and through the construction of a mosque there. In my opinion, this is a 
just argument. The High Court of Justice, however, in its judgement of 
12.3.1997, dismissed the petition, not making any reference to this 
argument. The Stables of Solomon Mosque was inaugurated in 
December 1996. 
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Conclusion 

The Holy Places in Eretz Israel in general, and the Temple Mount and 
the Western Wall in particular, have an important status in Israeli law. 
These places are granted protection by special laws; different actions in 
them are stipulated upon receiving permits from government ministers; 
conflicts over them may be non-justiciable by lack of jurisdiction; some 
acts carried out in them are criminal offenses; more severe punishment 
may be meted for criminal offenses in Holy Places than for such offenses 
elsewhere; the Holy Places are exempt from various taxes. 

This special status is the result of the history of the problem of the 
Holy Places: conflicts over rights in them among the three great religions 
(or among the Christian denominations), and of the international 
political implications to almost every event occurring in them — 
especially in places holy to more than one religion, as the Temple Mount. 

Despite the special judicial status of the Holy Places and the 
great need for a clear judicial definition for identifying such places, 
there is no definition in Israeli law for the term Holy Place, nor a 
list of the Holy Places granted this special status. The Western 
Wall was defined as a Holy Place in the Regulations for the Preservation 
of Holy Places to the Jews, 1981. Yet the Temple Mount was never 
so defined by law, although there is no controversy over its being a 
most Holy Place for all three great religions. In my opinion, as this 
is a religious term, a place should be defined as a Holy Place only 
when it is regarded as such by the relevant religion. Considering 
the great importance of the status of Holy Places in Israeli law, it 
would be appropriate to limit the use of the term only to a living Holy 
Place, i.e. to a place used today for religious worship by the relevant 
religion. 
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According to Islamic and Jewish sources, and to the history of the 
Western Wall, this is a most Holy Place to the Jews and less so to the 
Muslims, and the prayer area at it is holy to the Jews only. A n 
international commission of inquiry ruled so already in 1930. 

Until recently, the accepted ruling was that set by H.C. National 
Circles (H.C. 222/68), stating that the right of prayer in the Holy Places 
is not under the jurisdiction of the courts, mainly because it is not 
regulated in the Preservation of the Holy Places Law, which refers only 
to freedom of access that does not include freedom of worship. 
Therefore, mandatory law still applies to the freedom of worship in 
holy places — the King's Order in Council, 1924 — denying the courts' 
jurisdiction in conflicts connected to Holy Places. 

In May 2000, in its judgement in the Second H.C. Western Wall 
Women (H.C. 3358/95), the High Court of Justice abandoned the above 
vested ruling without giving any reason, except the mention that the 
right of prayer in Holy Places is an inalienable part of the right of access 
to them — this in contrast to the above ruling. The court then considered 
explicitly and in detail the right of prayer of Reform women at the 
Western Wall , and recognized this right. 

While the Muslims have full and unlimited rights of worship on the 
Temple Mount, and they rule over it and conduct its affairs as in the 
past, Israel authorities forbid Jews to pray there, allowing them only 
visiting rights — for fear of violent Muslim reaction to Jewish prayer on 
the Mount. Moreover, despite the fact that the High Court of Justice 
permitted individual prayer on the Temple Mount if it is "a b o n a fide 
prayer and non-demonstrative", the Israeli authorities prevent Jews form 
praying there altogether, and forbid even individual prayer. The police 
allow Jews to pray on the Temple Mount only if this prayer has no outer 
expression whatsoever — so that it cannot be noticed... Although there is 
no precedent for the denial of freedom of worship from any people in its 
most Holy Place that is under this people's own rule, yet the prayer of 
Jews on the Temple Mount is totally denied, while the Muslims enjoy 
complete freedom of worship as in the past. The arguments for and 
against on this issue is culminated by the arguments that most of the 
rabbinical scholars have forbidden Jews to enter the Temple Mount; that 
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only very few Jews are interested in praying there; and that no risk 
should be taken for the realization of this right in view of the severe 
disruption anticipated from such an act to public safety, because of the 
Muslims' violent opposition to Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount. 

In view of the above-mentioned new ruling about the jurisdiction of 
the courts over the right of prayer in the Holy Places, it seems that i f a 
petition is presented to the High Court of Justice about the right of 
prayer of Jews on the Temple Mount, the High Court would be obliged 
to deliberate on it and would not be able to dismiss it as in the past, 
claiming lack of jurisdiction. However, the second argument for 
dismissing petitions on this issue is still valid — the non-justiciability in 
view of the severe political consequences of Jewish prayer on the Temple 
Mount. 

The leading judgement on the issue of the jurisdiction of the courts 
over conflicts connected to Holy Places, is H .C . 267/88 (Harav Goren vs. 
the magistrate's court). In this case, the High Court ruled that the aim of 
the King's Order in Council about the Holy Places was to deny the 
courts only the jurisdiction to rule on substantial rights in Holy Places. 
Therefore, in contradiction to the vested ruling till then, the High Court 
of Justice ruled that the court has no jurisdiction even over criminal 
offenses connected to Holy Places, if the judgement requires the court to 
decide on substantial rights over a Holy Place. The same goes for civil 
cases. In other words: it is not enough for a civil case to be connected to a 
Holy Place, or for the subject of a criminal case to be a criminal offense 
in a Holy Place — even if it is directly connected to the holiness of the 
place, e.g. that the motive of the criminal offense was religious — in order 
to deny the courts the jurisdiction over such cases. Only when the ruling 
in such a civilian or criminal case entails a decision on the substantial 
rights in that Holy Place, is the jurisdiction of the courts over such cases 
denied. However, it is my view that on such an important issue as the 
jurisdiction of the courts, it is appropriate for the legislator to state a 
clear opinion, and not to leave us only with the courts' interpretations. 

Despite the strict protection of the Holy Places and of the religious 
feelings toward them by the different religions, and despite the High 
Court of Justice's ruling that all Israeli laws are applicable on the Temple 
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Mount, the enforcement of these laws was constrained by the religious 
and international-political sensitivity to Israel's actions on the Mount. 
Thus, although the Muslim Waqf repeatedly violated over the past few 
years the Law of Planand Building and the Law of Antiquities, the 
Israeli authorities refrained from prosecuting the Waqf employees. The 
High Court of Justice ruled that the authorities "were too lenient in 
disregarding" such violations of the law, and instructed them to carry 
out strict supervision of activities on the Temple Mount; but the court 
itself dismissed all petitions regarding such violations, including the 
petition about the establishment of an enormous mosque (4,500sq.m) in 
Solomon's Stables in 1996; a petition against the establishment of the 
mosque al-Aqsa al-Qadima in 1999, and a petition against the illegal 
opening of the main entrance to this mosque under the guise of an 
"emergency exit," and the dumping of about 10,000 tons of antiquities-
rich soil in December 1999 without the required permits from the 
authorities, without supervision by the Antiquities Authority and 
municipality inspectors, and in severe violation of the Laws of Planning 
and Building and the Law of Antiquities. 

The High Court of Justice ruled that the King's Order in Council also 
does not deny the jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate on the 
maintenance of public order even when the conflict before it is connected 
to a Holy Place; for the King's Order about the Holy Places must be 
interpreted to conform with the government's duty to uphold public 
order in the Holy Places — a primary and supreme duty. According to 
the High Court, the regular courts are also justified, in the name of the 
above duty, to provide urgent remedy even in conflicts dealing with 
rights in the Holy Places, such as issuing a temporary injunction to freeze 
the status quo until further examination of the conflict. In such cases 
also, if it turns out later that a ruling on the issue also entails decision 
about substantial rights in the place, the court will have no jurisdiction to 
continue dealing with the conflict. 

Israel recognized the applicability of the Ottoman s t a t u s q u o 
arrangement over the seven Holy Places for Christianity, and explicitly 
pledged to uphold it, in a basic agreement with the Vatican on 
30.12.1993. This agreement, as well as the s t a t u s q u o crystallized over the 
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years in other places holy to the Christians, were recognized as a binding 
legal source in the Israeli law. Israel did not recognize the mandatory 
s t a t u s q u o arrangement for the Western Wall that set demeaning 
restrictions on the right of Jews to pray there, and abolished it by law. 
We also know that the bans on the entrance of Jews to the Temple 
Mount and the Cave of Machpelah (never included in the Ottoman or 
mandatory s t a t u s quo) were revoked, and the principle of freedom of 
access to the Holy Places became law — in the Preservation of the Holy 
Places Law, 1967. The High Court of Justice ruled in its first judgement 
in the case of the Temple Mount Women (H.C. 257/89) that upholding 
the s t a t u s q u o in the Holy Places was the only way that assures the 
maintenance of public order in these places. 

The s t a t u s q u o in the Western Wall was also accorded statutory 
recognition in the regulation forbidding any ceremony there "not in the 
custom of the place." 

Israel did not insist upon maintaining the s t a t u s q u o at the Temple 
Mount, and enabled the Muslim Waqf to turn the Solomon's Stables 
into a giant mosque — although this was the most flagrant breach of the 
s t a t u s q u o at the Temple Mount since the time of the Crusaders (who 
turned the al־Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock into churches) — 
and then to erect an additional mosque (al-Aqsa al-Qadima) in the 
ancient halls underneath the al-Aqsa Mosque. 

The Western Wall was declared a Holy Place to the Jews; but the 
issue of its ownership remained open. In the framework of expropria
tions of the area of the Mughrabi Quarter in order to enlarge the prayer 
area at the Wall, Israel avoided expropriating the Wall, except for a 
narrow strip at the base of the Wall 155m in length and 1.5m in width for 
its whole height, that was registered at the Land Registration Office 
under Israel's ownership. But Israel never recognized the claimed 
ownership of the Muslim Waqf over the rest of the Wall, and explicitly 
revoked, in the Law of Repeal of Obsolete Laws, 1984, the King's Order 
in Council on Palestine (Western Wall), 1931, that recognized the 
ownership of the Muslim Waqf over the Western Wall. 
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1 Mazar, A., The Complete Guide to the Archaeological Excavations on the Temple 
M o u n t . Jerusalem: Shoham, 2000, p. 19 (Hebrew). 

2 M . Ben-Dov, M . Na'or, D. Aner, The Western W a l l , Tel-Aviv: The Ministry of 
Defense Publications, 1981, pp. 31, 33, 56, 62 (Hebrew). Former Chief Rabbi S. 
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numbered; at the beginning of the book, sec. "At the entrance of the Temple 
Mount...")• 

3 M. Ben-Dov, The Western W a l l , 1981, p. 33. The source is: Straton, I., S i n a n , 
New York, 1972, p. 73. 
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prayer. A discussion of the reasons for the building of the Dome of the Rock and 
the al-Aqsa Mosque are beyond the scope of this study. For a summary 
discussion on this topic see Elad, A. "The Temple Mount in the Early Muslim 
Period," in Reiter, Y. (ed.), Sovereignty of God and M a n , Jerusalem: The 
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destroyed in the Persian conquest of 614 CE. For details, see Limor, A., 
C h r i s t i a n T r a d i t i o n s about the M o u n t of Olives d u r i n g the Byzantine and A r a b 
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P.D. 24(2), pp. 141, 181, opposite the letter f; p. 182, above the letter a; p. 204, 
opposite the letters d-e. 

93 See: Sub-section (13)(15) of the Status Quo Arrangement of the Tunnel, as 
quoted on pp. 118-119 in the Report of the Investigation Committee Concerning 
the Hebron Massacre, 1994. 

94 From the 7 t h until the end of the 11th century (and some say even until mid 12th 

century), Jews have prayed with Muslim permission in a synagogue in the 
Temple Mount. See: Mugir a-Din, The Supreme Comradeship and the History of 
Jerusalem and H e b r o n , Cairo: Blaak, (1866-1867), pp. 248-249. See also: Shiller, 
The Dome of the Rock, p. 29. Only in modern commentary on the Koran, which 
is tainted by political considerations, can one find a ban on Jewish prayer on the 
Temple Mount. See: Said Katab, In the Shadow of the K o r a n , 5 t h Edition, (1967), 
Vol.15, p. 12 (Said Katab, a modern Koran commentator, writer and member of 
the Muslim Brotherhood, was executed in Egypt in 1966); Maztaba Zabari The 
M i n d , Science and the Scientist in R e l a t i o n to the Creator, Cairo, (1950), Vol.4, 
pp. 203-204. See also: Dr. Ashak Musa al-Husseini. The A l - I s l a m i c Remnants in 
the Temple before Omar's Conquest Azhar Scroll, Vol. 39, pp. 408, 410. (I am 
grateful to Prof. M . Sharon, former Adviser to the Primer Minister on Arab 
Issues, and to Y. Hason of the Department of the History of Islam in the Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem for acquainting me with these sources and translating 
them for me). See also: interview with the Sheik of al-Aqsa, Mohammed 
Hussein, published in H a ' a r e t z , 14.8.95. 

95 H.C. 257/89, 2410/90, Hoffman vs. Appointee in Charge of the Wailing Wall, 
P.D. 48(2), p. 265. 

96 Ibid. p. 318 opposite the letters e-f. 
97 Ibid. p. 346 opposite the letters e-f. 
98 Ibid. p. 350 opposite the letters d-e. 
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99 Ibid. p. 356 opposite the letter c- p. 357 opposite the letter a. 
100 Ibid. p. 355 opposite the letters e-g. 
101 H.C. 7128/96, Temple Mount Faithful vs. The Government of Israel, P.D. 51(2), 

p. 509. 
102 Ibid. p. 518, opposite the letter a. 
103 Ibid. 
104 See H.C. 222/68 P.D. 24(1), p. 181 opposite the letters g-p. p. 182 above the 

letter a. 
105 E. Waldenberg, Responsa, Part 10, Section (a), pp. 26-27; A . M . Ravillo, "On the 

Prohibition of a Gentile from Entering the Temple Area," Sinai. J o u r n a l on 
T o r a h and Jewish Studies, Y. Raphael (ed.), Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, Vol. 
70, (1972), p. 267; Rabbi Y. Shilat, "Building a Synagogue on the Temple Mount 
in Our Days," T c h u m i n , Vol. 7, (1986) pp. 489, 511. 

106 P.D. 51(2), opposite the letters f-g. 
107 See: H.C. 4/64, Wagner vs. the Attorney General, P.D. 18(1) p. 29; H.C. 806/88, 

Golan vs. The Censorship Board, P.D. 43(2), pp. 22, 39, 41; H.C. 953/89, Endor 
vs. The Mayor of Jerusalem, P.D. 45(4), pp. 683, 690; H.C. 7128/96, first section, 
on p. 522, opposite the letters d-e. 

108 Following H.C. 806/88 P.D. 43(2) on p.30, opposite the letter e and on p. 37, 
under the letter g. 

109 P.D. 51(2) pp. 524-525 (Section 15). 
110 Ibid. p. 525, opposite the letters a-b. 
111 Ibid. p. 526, opposite the letters c-d. 
112 Ibid. p. 525, opposite the letter b. 
113 Section 15 (c) of Basic Law: Judicature, 1984. 
114 Last Section of the judgement. 
115 See the beginning of section 17 on p. 18 of the judgement. 
116 D i n i m , \ o \ . 7, p. 3583. 
117 H.C. 650/88, The Israeli Reform Movement vs. the Minister of Religious Affairs, 

P.D. 42(3), pp. 377, 381; H.C. 292/83, The Temple Mount Faithful vs. the 
Jerusalem Police Commander, P.D. 38(2), pp. 449, 454, opposite the letters f-g. 

118 P.D. 24(1) 141. See also: H.C. 267/88 P.D. 43(3), pp. 728, 737; H.C. 4185/90 P.D. 
47(5), pp. 221, 282. See also: Chapter Nine below. 

119 D i n i m , Vol. 7, p. 3673. 
120 P.D. 24(2), p. 197, opposite the letters c-g; p. 225, opposite the letters b-c. 
121 See sources in note 119 below. 
122 P.D. 30(2), p. 505. 
123 Ibid. p. 507, opposite the letters c-d. 
124 Ibid. p. 506, opposite the letter g; p. 507, opposite the letter b. 
125 P.D. 47(2), pp. 1, 5-6. 
126 Ibid, p.3, opposite the letter e. 
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127 Ibid, p.5, opposite the letter a; see also: Ibid, p 4, opposite the letter c. 
128 H.C. 257/89, 2410/90 P.D. 48(2), p. 265. 
129 Ibid. p. 356, opposite the letter c. 
130 Ibid. p. 356, opposite the letter a. 
131 Ibid. p. 355, opposite the letters e-f. 
132 ibid. ibid, opposite the letters b-c. 
133 H.C. 3358/95; P/D/ 54(2), p. 345. 
134 Ibid. p. 363, opposite the letters b-c. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Government Resolution No. 761; see also H.C. 222/68; P.D. 24 (2), p. 169 under 

the letter g; p. 170, opposite the letter c. 
137 Memorandum dated 16.1.86 of Deputy of the Government Secretary, Arieh 

Zohar, concerning prayer on the Temple Mount, H a ' a r e t z , 25.2.97; N. Shragai, 
"It is forbidden to enter, but why?" 

138 See H.C.222/68, Cohen vs. the Minister of Police; H.C. 99/76 P.D. 30 (2), p.505; 
H.C. 537/81, Stanger vs. the State of Israel, P.D. 35 (4), p. 673; H.C.22/93, Ben-
Yosef vs. the Minister of Religious Affairs, P.D. 41(1), p. 855; H.C. 67/93, 
"Kach" Movement vs. the Minister of Religious Affairs, P.D.47 (2), p.l. 

139 H.C. 2725/93, Salomon vs. Israel Police, P.D. 49(5), p.366. 
140 P.D. 24(2), p.168, opposite the letters c-d. 
141 P.D. 49(5), p. 369, opposite the letters b-c. 
142 See note (73) above. 
143 Ibid. 
144 "The values of a Jewish democratic state — a study of Basic Law: Human 

Dignity and Freedom," in H a p r a k l i t , Jubilee V o l u m , Tel Aviv: The Israel Law 
Association, 1993, pp. 19-20. 

145 P.D. 30(2), p. 505, p.506 opposite the letter g, p. 507, above the letter a. 
146 P.D. 47(1), p. 7, opposite the letters b, d-e. 
147 Ibid. 
148 H.C. 7128/96 P.D. 51(2), p.509. 
149 Ibid., Section 7 on pp. 517-518. 
150 My experiences were as follows: on 20.8.95, at 10:00 a.m., I went with my son to 

the Temple Mount. As befits the holiness of the place, we both wore skullcaps. 
At the entrance to the passage leading to the Mughrabi Gate stood a few 
soldiers. One of them inquired about me and asked of my intentions on the 
Temple Mount. Identifying myself and explaining to him that we merely intend 
to visit the site, I asked the reason for his questions. He referred me to the police 
officer standing nearby. In answer to my question, the officer explained that the 
police totally prohibit Jewish prayer — even private prayer — on the Temple 
Mount since "every prayer might cause a disturbance of public order." 
According to him, a Jew who attempts to pray, even in a desolate corner on 
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the Mount, risks real danger from the Muslims of the place. He clarified to me 
that since I was wearing a skullcap, I was suspected of planning to pray on the 
Temple Mount; therefore, a policeman would escort me and my son during our 
visit in order to watch over and protect us. According to him, had I not been 
wearing a skullcap, I would not have been given police escort; I would have been 
just like any other tourist in the place. And indeed, from the Mughrabi Gate, 
only I and my son were escorted by a policeman (a Christian Arab, as it turned 
out), who lead us through the Temple Mount along a fixed, pre-set route that did 
not include entrance into any mosque. It was explained to me that we were 
prohibited from entering the mosques (!?.). During the entire visit, we were 
trailed by another man. As "our" policeman clarified to me, that man was one of 
the guards of the Muslim Waqf, who followed us in order to make sure that we 
did not pray. Following this incident, I wrote to the Minister of Internal 
Security, M . Shahal, bringing to his attention that the policy of the police 
concerning private Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount is not in accordance with 
the ruling of the High Court of Justice. In addition to that, I asked to arrange a 
date with the offices of the Temple Mount in which a Jewish lawyer could pray 
privately on the Temple Mount under the conditions set by the police. The 
deputy legal adviser of the Ministry of Internal Security, lawyer R. Gottlieb, 
dismissed my petition, basing her decision on the GovernmeResolution of 
20.8.67, which forbids Jews to pray on the Temple Mount. 

151 According to the letters of the Chief of Police of the Jerusalem District (19.3.97 
and 14.7.97) to Yisrael Meydad from the Temple Mount & Eretz Israel Faithful 
Movement, copies of which had been given to me, in a discussion held on 
24.7.97, p. 8 of the protocol. 

152 One should not raise his voice in prayer, nor pray solely in his heart, but rather 
articulate the words with his lips and whisper them quietly." See: Maimonides, 
The Book of Love, "The Rules of Prayer", Chap. 5, Rule 9; S h u l c h a n A r u c h , 
Orach Chaim, "The Rules of Prayer", Section 101, Section 2; B a b y l o n i a n 
T a l m u d , Brachot, p.31 at the bottom of page (a). See also: Maimonides op. cit., 
"Rules of the Shmah Prayer", Chap. 1, Rule 4; Chap. 2, Rules 3, 8; Shulchan 
Aruch, op. cit., Section 62, Section 3; Section 63, Sections 1-3. For the need to 
stand during prayer, see: Maimonides, op. cit., "The Rules of Prayer", Chap. 5, 
Rules 1, 3-4. For the need to bow during prayer, see: Maimonides, op. cit.,"The 
Rules of Prayer", Chap. 5, Rules 10, 12; Shulchan Aruch, Section 113, Sections 
1,4.1 am grateful to Mr. Yehudah Ezion for compiling these sources for me. 

153 As noted above, H.C. 222/68 ruled that the right of free access is distinct from 
the right of free worship. 

154 See also Section 3 of Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel. 
155 The regulations of the Preservation of the Holy Places Law were enforced on the 

Administered territories by incorporating them in an edict of the military 
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governor — the Edict Concerning the Preservation of the Holy Places (Judaea 
and Samaria) (no. 327), 1969; Rules of Behavior in the Holy Places (Judaea and 
Samaria) 1970; Rules of Behavior in the Holy Places (Judaea and Samaria) 1975. 

156 P.D. 22(1), p. 440. 
157 Ibid., opposite the letters a-e. In light of the fee exemption, most of the Jews and 

the tourists prefer to enter the Temple Mount through the Mughrabi Gate. The 
Waqf has consequently canceled the fee at all the gates of the Temple Mount, 
charging a fee only at the entrances to the al-Aqsa Mosque and the structure of 
the Dome of the Rock. 

158 See, for instance: H.C. 1663/94, Salomon vs. Police Officer Givati, P.D. 
(23.3.1994) (not published); H.C. 3995/94, Temple Mount Faithful vs. Israel 
Police, judgement on 14.7.1994 (not published); H.C.4868/95 P.D. 47 (5), p. 221; 
thus, for example, on Tisha B'av on 6.8.1995, the police closed off the Temple 
Mount for Jews and Muslims alike for fear of major disturbances. 

159 H.C. 2725/93, Salomon vs. General Commander of Israel Policy, P.D. 49(5), p. 
366; H.C. 4044/93, Salomon vs. Jerusalem Police Commander, P.D. 49(5), p. 
617; H.C. 2431/95, Salomon vs. Israel Police (not published); H.C. 3163/96, 
Salomon vs. Israel Police (not published); H.C. 5288/96, Salomon vs. Israel 
Police (not published); H.C. 3374/97, Salomon vs. Israel Police (not published) 

160 Section 11 on his additional statement to the High Court of Justice on 
29.10.1996. 

161 H.C. 222/68 P.D. 24(2), p. 221, opposite the letter b. 
162 For references, see: Chap. 4, above; H.C. 222/68, pp. 148-153, 190-192; H.C. 

4185/90 P.D. 47(5) 221, 261 opposite the letters c-g. 
163 H.C. 537/81 P.D. 35(4) 63, p. 681 under the letter g, 682 above the lettter a; H.C. 

222/68 P.D. 24(2), pp. 153-156. 
164 P.D. 24(2), p. 148 opposite the letter d. 
165 H.C. 257/89. 2410/90 P.D. 48(2) 265. 
166 Ibid. p. 356 opposite the letter c. 
167 H.C. 537/81 P.D. 35(4), p. 675 opposite the letters f-g. 
168 Ibid. p. 680, last line. 
169 Ibid. p. 680. 
170 H.C. 2410/90. 
171 P.D. 48(2), p. 98, opposite the letter d. 
172 H.C. 222/68 P.D. 24(2), p. 153 (par. 12) — 156. However, this is not a thorough 

discussion on the issue of requiring the Minister to formulate regulations. Such a 
discussion is outside the scope of this paper. 

173 See H.C. 222/68 P. D. 24(2), p. 189 opposite the letters d-g, 190, 192 opposite the 
letter g. 

174 See Addition 114. 
175 H.C. 4185/90 P.D. 47 (5), p. 281, opposite the letter g. 
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176 The Codex 1965, p. 307. 
177 The Codex 1978, p. 76. 
178 Official Gazette No. 1390, 30.8.1967, p. 215. 
179 P.D. 24(2), p. 168, opposite the letter c; p. 220, opposite the letters b-e; p. 227, 

opposite the letters a-d. 
180 H.C. 222/68; H.C. 257/89 P.D. 48(2), p. 352; H.C. 4185/90 P.D.4 7 (5) p.282, 

opposite the letters a-e. 
181 Thus he was instructed by the High Court of Justice in its decision on 28.10.1989, 

in H.C. 193/86, Temple Mount Faithful vs. Jerusalem Police Commander (not 
published). The instructions were issued on 18.9.1988 and marked P/8. 

182 H.C. 4185/90 P.D. 47 (5), p. 288, opposite the letter f. 
183 Ibid. Sections 45-46 on pp. 285-286. 
184 H.C. 6403/96 P.D. 50(4), p. 241; see also H.C. 7128/96 P.D. 51(2), p.509. 
185 P.D. 50(4), p. 246 opposite the letters b-c. 
186 Ibid. p. 248 opposite the letters b-c. 
187 Ibid., opposite the letter e. 
188 Ibid., opposite theletter f. 
189 H.C. 5592/99 (not published). 
190 For details, see B. Ben Dov, M a n and Stone in Jerusalem. Tel Aviv: Modan, 

1989, p. 75 (Hebrew); A. Mazar, The Complete Guide to the Archaeological 
Excavations on the Temple M o u n t . Jerusalem: Shoham, 2000, p. 41 (Hebrew). 

191 According to information I received from a reliable source who asked to remain 
anonymous. 

192 According to information I received from the Antiquities Authority, from the 
Jerusalem Police and from the arguments in H.C. 8666/99 (below); see also 
newspapers of those days. 

193 According to information I received from the Jerusalem police and from high-
ranking security officers whose identity may not be revealed. 

194 According to information I received from the Minister for Jerusalem Affairs, 
Haim Ramon, on 11.6.2000, in a meeting with myself and other members of 
the Committee for the Prevention of Destruction of Antiquities on the Temple 
Mount. 

195 H.C. 8666/99; P.D. 54(1), p. 199. 
196 N. Shragai, "Rubinstein: The opening on the Temple Mount — a kick on Jewish 

History," H a ' a r e t z , 2.12.1999; see also H a ' a r e t z , 3.12.1999. 
197 Paragraph 12 in his answer to the petition. 
198 See Note 182. 
199 H.C. 9474/96 (not published). 
200 P.D. 54(1), p. 199, 203. 
201 Ibid. p. 206, opposite the letters a-b. 
202 Ibid. p. 207 opposite the letter g; p. 208 opposite the letter a. 
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203 Ibid. ibid. A petition by the petitioners for a reconsideration was also dismissed, 
474/00 (not published). 

204 According to information I received from the Chief of the Antiquities Authority, 
A. Drori, in a meeting on 15.6.2000 with myself and other members of the 
Committee for the Prevention of Destruction of Antiquities on the Temple 
Mount. 

205 H.C. 9435/93 P.D. 47(5), p. 865, 870 opposite the letters b-c. 
206 P.D. 54(1) opposite the letter b; H.C. 7128/96, p. 528 opposite the letters e-f. 
207 H.C. 4935/93 p. 871 opposite the letters e-f; H.C. 8666/99, p. 200 opposite the 

letters c-e. 
208 H.C. 4185/90 P.D. 47(5), p. 281 opposite the letter g. 
209 See Note 173. 
210 H.C. 267/88 P.D. 43(3), p. 738 opposite the letter a; p. 741 opposite the letter g. 
211 H.C. 7128/96 P.D. 51(2), p. 524 opposite the letters a-b. 
212 See above. 
213 H.C. 267/88 P.D. 43(3), paragraphs 15-17, pp. 739-742. 
214 P.D. 38(1), p. 494, 500 opposite the letter c; see also H.C. 267/88 P.D. 43(3), p. 

743 opposite the letters b-d. 
215 The Law of Antiquities, paragraph 29(c). 
216 Ibid. ibid. 
217 See above. 
218 H.C.267/88 P.D.43 (3), p.742, opposite the letter a. 
219 See Chapter Three above. 
220 Compare with: Motion 440/61, Morgenstern estate vs. Elkayam, P. D. 15 (3) 

1925. 
221 P.D.24 (2), pp.171-172; see also the words of President Agranat in H.C. 109/70, 

The Coptic Muteran vs. The Minister of Religious Affairs, P.D. 25(1), p. 247, 
opposite the letters f-g. 

222 P.D. 24(2), p.160, opposite the letters d-e. 
223 Crim App. 51/76 (District-Jerusalem), State of Israel vs. Chanan, Psakim 

M e h o z i i m , (Law Reports of the District Courts), 1977, 1, p. 392. 
224 Crim. C. (District-Jerusalem) 203/84, State of Israel vs. Livni, Psakim M e h o z i i m 

1990 (Part 3), p. 330. 
225 Ibid. p. 383 opposite the letters a-b. 
226 P.D. 43 (3), p. 728. 
227 Ibid. p. 735 opposite the letters b-c. 
228 Ibid, the letters c-e. 
229 Ibid. p. 737 opposite the letter g; p. 738 opposite the letters a-b; p.739 opposite the letter c. 
230 Ibid, opposite the letters f-g; see also: H.C. 109/70 P.D.25(1), pp. 225, 249 

opposite the letters d-e. 
231 Ibid. p. 742 opposite the letters b-c. 
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232 Ibid. p. 741 opposite the letters a-b. 
233 Ibid. p. 742 opposite the letters d-e. 
234 Ibid, opposite the letter c. 
235 H.C. 222/68; H.C. 267/88 P.D. 43(3), pp. 728, 737. 
236 H.C. 222/68, the words of President Agranat; P.D. 24(2), p. 201. 
237 H.C. 537/81 P.D. 35(4), pp. 673, 680; H.C. 33/92 P.D. 46(1), pp. 855, 856. 
238 For references see H.C. 222/68; H.C. 99/76 Cohen vs. the Minister of Police; 

P.D. 30(2), p. 505; H.C. 537/81 Stenger vs. The State of Israel; P.D. 35(4), p. p. 
673; H.C. 33/92 Ben Yossef vs. The Minister of Religious Affairs P.D. 46(1), p. 
855; H.C. 67/93 The Kach Movement vs. The Minister of Religious Affairs P.D. 
47(2), p. 1, p, 5-6 opposite the letters a-e. 

239 H.C. 109/70 P.D. 25(1), pp. 225, 247. 
240 H.C. 109/70; H.C. 187/77, The Coptic Muteran vs. the Israeli Government, P.D. 

33(1), p. 225; when referring to invasion, see H.C. 109/70 P.D. 25(1), pp. 240-
244. Although the High Court of Justice had ordered the police to allow the 
Copts the right of possession in the two chapels as petitioned, they postponed 
carrying out the order for three weeks in order to allow the government to deal 
properly with the conflict. The government did intervene but the clarification of 
the conflict has not been completed to this day, and the right of possession in the 
two chapels has remained with the Ethiopians, in contrast to the decision of the 
High Court of Justice. 

241 H.C. 187/77; Ibid. p. 250 opposite the letter f. 
242 H.C. 99/76; H.C. 67/93. 
243 H.C. 292/83, The Temple Mount Faithful vs. Jerusalem Police Commander, 

P.D. 38(2), p. 449. Although the area of prayer outside the Mughrabi Gate is 
holy to neither the Jews nor the Muslims, the judgement was grounded on the 
same principles as were the judgements concerning the inside of the Temple Mount. 

244 H.C. 257/89. Deputy President of the Supreme Court, M . Elon, stated that the 
issue of the petition is the freedom of access of the petitioners to the Western 
Wall (P.D. 48(2), p. 298 opposite the letter d.). Yet it is clear that no one 
restricted them from approaching the Wall. The objection of the Jewish 
Orthodox was not to the women's approaching the Wall but rather to the way in 
which they had wanted to pray there, shrouded in talitoth, reading from the 
Torah and singing. See Ibid. pp. 266, 280-292. 

245 The conflict between an Arab of east Jerusalem and the Coptic Church over 
rights to the basement under his tannery in the Old City began on July 1996. The 
Copts recruited President Mubarak of Egypt to their cause. He turned to 
Chairman Arafat, who promised to help the Copts. When Hirbawi refused to 
relinquish his claims to the basement and withdraw his petition from the 
Jerusalem Magistrates Court, Arafat ordered him kidnapped and held in 
captivity in the basement of the Palestinian Secret Service in Jericho, until 
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Hirbawi would change his mind. Hirbawi was released under pressure from the 
Israeli authorities, and his petition against the Coptic Church is being 
adjudicated in C.C. (Magistrate-Jerusalem)10897/96. 

246 The 8.6.1996 decision of the Magistrate Court in Motion 6898/96 in the 
aforementioned case. See also: the 7.8.1994 decision of the Jerusalem District 
Court in Motion 994/94 in Civ.C.396/94 (not published). 

247 See, for example, H.C. 222/68; H.C. 99/76; H.C. 33/92 P.D.46(1), p.855; H.C. 
67/93 P.D. 47(2), p. 1. 

248 P.D. 38 (2), p. 459. Compare with: H.C. 153/83, Levi vs. The Commander of the 
Southern District of the Israeli Police, P.D. 38 (2), p. 393. 

249 Ibid, p.455 opposite the letters e-g. 
250 Ibid. p. 456 opposite the letter c; p. 457 opposite the letters a-b; see also H.C. 

153/83 P.D. 38 (2), pp. 393, 399-413; H.C. 2431/95 (not published). 
251 Ibid, p.458 opposite the letter a. For these same reasons, the High Court of 

Justice dismissed the petition of Gershon Solomon, the leader of the Temple 
Mount and Eretz Israel Faithful Movement, against the police, which 
permanently prevents him from realizing his right of free access to the Temple 
Mount during Jewish holidays. See: H.C. 2725/93 P.D. 49(5), pp. 366, 369-371. 

252 H.C. 8171/00 Yogev vs. Y. Yitzhaki, Commander of the Jerusalem District 
Police, judgement of 29.11.2000 (not published); H.C. 9458/00 Temple Mount 
faithful vs. M . Levi, Commander of Jerusalem District Police, judgement of 
27.12.2000 (not published). H. C. 3735/200 Rabbi Rosen vs. The Israel Police, 
judgement of 26.3.01 (not published); H. C. 2702/01 Temple Mount Faithful vs. 
The Prime Minister of Israel, judgement of 5.4.01 (not published). The quote is 
from the petition in H.C. 8171/00. 

253 Quote from judgement in H.C. 9458/00. 
254 Compare: H.C. 359/79 P.D. 34(1), pp. 145, 149 opposite the letter a — dismissal 

of petition about a ban that the respondent placed on the petitioner forbidding 
him to enter the Machpelah Cave for fear of his injuring security arrangents 
there; H.C. 153/83 P.D. 38(2), pp. 393,405-^13; H.C. 5016/96 P.D. 51(4), pp. 1, 
76-80. 

255 H.C. 257/89 P.D. 48, p. 341 opposite the letter f; the aforementioned H.C. 7128/ 
96, pp. 14-17, of the judgement (not yet published). See also: H.C. 2725/93, 
Solomon vs. Israel Police P.D. 

256 For details see: Berkovitz, The Wars of the H o l y Places, pp. 27-31. 
257 Ibid, pp. 27, 29, 34. 
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